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Title: Script Effects and Reading Strategies: Ideographic Language Reader·s 
vs. Alphabetic Language Readers in ESL. 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITEE: 
rv1arjorie Terdal, Chairman 
Sh~ 11 ey C. Reec,.e 
Jonathan o. Pease 
Tr1e purpose of th1s study was to exam1ne script effects of the 
Chinese Language on Chinese ESL/EFL students· reading strategies, in 
comparison to those employed by ESL students from alphabetic orthographic 
backgrounds. 
C:iinese ESL/EFL students read very slowly in English. Regarding their 
2 
re:3d1ng pr·ob1erns, one assumption 1s that when reading English as a 
second/foreign ianguage, they may have difficulty in adjusting their 
cognitive approaches to the prlnt and their reading strategies, because a 
main dlff erence between Chinese and English 1 ies in the orthographies: 
ideographic script of Chinese and alphabetic script of English, in addition to 
linguistic differences between the two languages. 
Ffor;m the point of view of neuropsychology, these two scripts are 
supposedly processed in different ways by the readers. Clinical and 
experimental evidence shows that ideographic script is more likely to be 
processed visually and holist1cally in the right hemisphere, wr1ereas 
alphabetic script is rnore likely to be processed acoustically and 
ana 1yt ica11y in trie right hemisphere. 
In this causal-comparative study, three subjects from each of trie 
following ort!"iograptiic and linguistic populations were used respectively: 
educated native speakers of Chinese who were American university 
stu1jents; educated native speakers of Spanisr1 W;1o were Amer·ican 
university students; and mono-1 iterate American-Chinese college students 
whose first oral language was Chinese but first written language was 
English. The total number of subjects were nine. 
Tt1e major rneasurernent adopted in niis study was ReadinQ Miscue 
inventory. lt was modified to reflect Choms~~Y and Halle's tr1eoretical 
assumot1ons and Venezky's empirical assumptions that English has an 
abstract onono 1og1ca1 representation whlch ls mapped at an 1ntermed1ate 
level with graphic units instead of single letters. The other measurements 
were a auestionnaire for assessing the subjects' orthographic, linguistic 
and educational backgrounds, and the measuring of m 1 scue reponses to 
unfamiliar words in the text. 
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it was hypothesized that the Chinese readers might rely more on 
graphic cues and less on phonological cues than Spanish and English readers, 
and their responses to unfamiliar words would be more often miscues than 
tr1e Spanish and English readers', if they read English in the way they read 
Chinese. Graphic cues were defined as graphic sim11arity and phonological 
cues wer-e definded as pr1onologica1 similarity, as measured by Beading 
f1iscue Inventory. 
Findings from this study indicated that the Chinese readers relied 
more on grapr1ic cues, reading word by word for graphic, phonological, and 
semantic information in a simple bottom-up process without enough 
contextual predictions. Contrary to trie hypothesis, r'esearch results sr1owed 
tr1at ti-ie cn1nese r·eaders were also re11ant on phonological cues, but they 
were unskilled users of such cues, spending longer time in retrieving 
phonological representations, making more miscue responses to unfamiliar· 
'NOrds and having difficulty mapping graphic information to phonological 
representations at the abstract level. 
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The purpose of this study is to examine the script effects of Chinese 
on reading strategies employed by Ct1inese ESL/EFL students, ideographic 
language readers, in comparison with those employed by alphabetic language 
readers, ESL students v1ho are literate in Spanish, and by mono-literate 
American-Chinese students whose first oral language is Chinese, but whose 
first written language is Engllsh. 
THE BACKGROUND FOR TH IS STUDY 
More and more Chinese students are now studying Engllsh, which is the 
most popular foreign language in China. At the same time, the population of 
Chinese students at American uni versa i es is rapidly grov·ti ng. These 
students have brought some nevv· problems for the ESL teachers here, because 
they come from a different cultural and linguistic background. Among many 
problems ESL students are expected to have in their studies, the Chinese 
ESL/EFL students' slow reading, for e;rnmple, is of particular interest to ESL 
teachers. Many Chinese ESL/EFL students can not reach the required score on 
TOEFL or other placement tests, and can not finish their reading 




It has long Deen not1ced that Di11nguals, whether second language 
readers or foreign language readers, generally do not read as sk111fully as 
theu do in their flrst lanauaae or native lanauaae. A common exolanation for 
- ,,,, - "lool' - • 
this reading problem, as proposed by Alderson ( 1984 ), is that second 
language or foreign language readers lack some of the basic linguistic 
knowledge necessary for skilled reading or ma!d not have good commanu of 
the vocabulary and synta:,cof the target language, the stylistic conventions of 
paragraph structure or the cultural assumptions underlying the text in 
question. 
Where Chinese ESL/EFL students· reading is concerned, Field 
(1984) makes two assumptions: first, socio-cultural factors influence 
their reading speed, and second, adjustments tn the swacn from readtng an 
ideographic language to an alphabetic language make reading in an 
alphabetic language dlfficult. The major socio-cultural factors are the 
Chinese attitudes toward written language and literature, and the 
traditional approach to reading and to teaching reading, as pointed out by 
Field ( 1984 ). Literature selected for a reading text is considered by 
Chinese not only as a good sample of wr1tten language, but also a good 
example of the author's personal cultivation, that is, his or her education, 
virtues and integrity, as expressed in the text. The text is a moral lesson 
expressed in the most appropriate language. Under this assumption, the text 
is analysed word by word, sentence by sentence, and paragraph by paragraph 
in reading class, whlle students are required to memorize the text and to 
recite ft. Thf s approach is also emplOyed tn Engrtsh classrooms to a certaf n 
degree. As a result, there are intensive reading and extensive reading 
classes. The former is more like a tradttional Chinese language class, 
whereas the latter is a compromise between the traditional Chinese 
approach and Western approaches, such as reading fast primarily for 
information. 
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These socio-cultural factors may influence Chinese ESL/EFL students 
to a certain degree, but it is not certain that they cause the main problems 
in Chinese ESL/EFL students' reading. Such factors have shaped Chinese 
attitudes toward reading an1j approaches to teaching reading in English, but 
to an even greater degree, they have shaped Chinese at tit ides toward 
readlng and approaches to teachlng reao1ng ln Chlnese, the nat1ve language. 
Though Chinese ESL/EFL students are slow readers in English. there is no 
evidence, at present, that educated Chinese are slow readers in their native 
language, compared with their counterparts in other languages, such as 
English. 
The second assumption that Chinese ESL/EFL students have difficulty 
in adjusting 1n the shift from reading an ideographic language to an 
alphaOet1c language may be more relevant to their reading proolems in 
English. It deserves greater attention in the study of Chinese ESL/EFL 
students· problems in reading. Alderson ( 1984) has offered two hypotheses/ 
for weaker second 1 anguage reading: ( 1 )the poor second 1 anguage reading is 
caused by inappropriate reading strategies, different from those employed 
1n nat1ve language reao1ng; and ( 2) 1t 1s caused oy 1nsurr1c1ent knowledge 
of the target 1 anguage and conseQuent i naOil i ty to emp 1 oy good first 
language strategies. In short, the focus in his hypotheses is whether the 
second language reader is able to make use of linguistic knowledge 
appropriately or not. In these hypotheses, Alderson is talking about reading 
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in a second language in general. For Chinese ESL/EFL students, one of the 
main differences between Chinese and English lies in the orthographies of
the two languages, ideographic script of Chinese and alphabetic script of 
English, in addition to linguistic differences between the two languages. 
The script of Chinese is ideographic in general. However, there is 
some disagreement on the categorization of Chinese characters. Zhangjin 
( 1956, p.45-46) put Chtnese ldeograms tnto rour categortes: ( 1) plctographs; 
(2) simple ideograms; (3) complex ideograms; and (4) phonograms. Henderson 
( 1982 .. p. 17) grouped Chinese characters into fl ve categories: ( i) pictographs; 
(2) ideographs; (3) compound ideographs; (4) phonetic loans; and (5) 
phonetic compounds, while Wang ( 1951, p.232) divided characters into six 
categories: ( 1) pictographs; (2) simple ideograms; (3) complex ideograms; 
(4) pt1onetic loan; (5) phonograms; and (6) derivatives. In this study, 
Chinese characters are described according to Zhang·s categorization, 
because the structure of Chinese characters and its re 1 at i onshi p with sound 
and meaning are concerned in this study. Generally speaking , phonetic loans 
and derivatives fall into Zhang·s four categorizations, if the structure and 
its relationship with sound and meaning are examined. 
Pictographs have developed from pictures. For example, the word 
. El "(sun) comes from" 8 "and .. 0 ". Simple ideograms consist of 
pictographs and conceptual symbols. For instance, • fJ .. (blade) is made of a 
pictograph" )1" (knife) and a point at the blade side of the knife. Complex 
ideograms consist of two pictographs or simple ideograms. Take ·Sfa! · 
(bright) for example, it consists of .. S .. (sun) and "~ .. (moon). The 
phonograms consist of a semantic clue, a radical or a basic character, and a 
phonological clue, a basic character. More than 90% of commonly used 
1 
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characters are phonograms. However, this does not mean that Chinese is a 
phonetic language, because of the complex configurations of phonograms and 
the hf storical phonologf cal changes. 
The conf1gurat10ns of phonograms ma1n1y fall into st>~ categories: ( 1) 
phonological clue on the left and semantic clue on the right and (2) vice 
versa; (3) phonological clue on the top and semantfc clue on the bottom and 
(4) vice versa; and (5) phonological clue f nside and semantic clue outside and 
(6) vice versa. Such configurations are bidf rectional so that they actually 
do not provide rules to follo\·Y. 
In tne last two tnousand years or so, pr1ono1og1ca1 changes nave taken 
place fn both vowels and consonants. For example, the [p] soun1j in some 
phonological clues has changed to a [f] sound, or has not changed at all in 
other phonological clues. As a result, phonological clues do not function as 
accurate clues any more. According to some investigations (Zhang, 1986, 
p.51 ), only 15% of the phonograms keep phonological configurations that 
match the morphemes, 1f the tone ls not cons1dere1l When the tone ls taken 
into consideration, only 5% of the phonograms keep their original unity of 
tones, phonemes and morphemes. 
From the point of vie·w of neuropsychology, fdeographic and 
alphabetic scripts are supposedly processed in dHf erent ways by the reader. 
Some clinical and experimental evidence (Turnage et al, 1973; Sasanuma, 
1975; Naeser, 1950; Henderson, 1952; va1d, 1953 ) sno··Ns that 1aeograpn1c 
script, like Chinese characters, 1s more likely to be processed visually and 
holistically fn the right hemisphere, whereas alphabetic script, like Eng1fsh, 
is more likely to be processed acoustically and analytically in the left 
hemisphere. Though some ilnguists and psychoiogists ( Hasuike, Tzeng, and 
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Hung, 1986 ) are critical of such evidence, the scripts of Chinese and 
English are so different that they are highly Hkely to have certain effects, 
11nguistica11y or psychologically, on their readers. 
Research a 1 ong this 1 i ne has genera 11 y been c 11 ni ca 1 and experi menta 1, 
confined to laboratories. Clinical research with brain damaged patients 
casts some doubt as to whether findings gained from such patients can be 
applied to normal people, while findings gatned from laboratory experiments 
are challenged because of tt1eoretica1 or mett10dological problems. 
Considering this situation, It was believed that a comparative study of 
script effects on reading strategies employed by ESL students from 
contrasting orthographic and linguistic backgrounds might provide new 
evidence to the problem of script effects from a dlfferent aspect, and most 
important of all, might also provide some insights 1nto the reading problems 
Chinese ESL/EFL students have in their studies. 
STATEMENT OF RESEARCH HVPOTHESES 
Reading is a universal process (Goo1jman, 1970, 1976). Research 
evidence in Spanish, German, Polish, etc. shows that second language 
learners transfer their first language reading skills to the reading of a 
second language, escpecially v-then they are advanced readers in the second 
language. Based on the clinical and experimental evidence that ideographic 
script, like Chinese characters, is processed visually and holistically, and 
alphabetic script, like Spanish and English, is processed acoustically and 
analytically, there should be differences in the reading strategies employed 
by ideographic language readers and alphabetic language readers when they 
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read English as a second language or a f ore1gn language. If they read English 
in the way they read Chinese; 
( 1 ) ideographic language readers, namely, Chinese ESL/EFL students 
are expected to rely more on graphlc cues than a1pnaoet1c language readers; 
graphlc cues are defined as graphic similarity measured as miscues by 
Reading Miscue lnventonJ (Goodman and Burke, 1972 ); 
( 2 ) ideographic language readers are expected to rely less on 
phonological cues tt1an alphabetic language readers; phonological cues are 
defined as sound similarity measured as miscues by Reading Miscue 
Inventory. 
( 3) ideographic language readers· responses to unfamiliar words in 
the reading passage are expected to be more often reading miscues than are 
alphabetic language readers· responses. 
Although they are native speakers of Chinese, mono-literate 
American-Chinese students who are nonliterate or semi-literate in Chinese, 
are consrnered a1pnaoet1c language readers, oecause tnetr flrst wraten 
language is English. Their first oral language, Chinese, apparently e:i<erts no 
script effects on their reading in English, since script effects are cognitive 
functions developed in the process of reading an ideographic language. 
DEFINITION OF TWO KEV TERMS 
At 1 east three terms, ideograph. pi ctograoh and l ogograoh. are 
proposed by linguists to describe Chinese. These terms, according to 
Henderson ( 1982, p. 8 ), .. have sometimes been used in overlaopino and 
a 
sometimes in exclUsive sensesg. To avoid confusion, the term, ideograph. is 
used to refer to Chinese language in general in this study, 
In this study, script effects. the effects of ideographic scripts on * 
cognitive approach to the print, are def1ned as cognitive functions with 
greater right hemisphere activity in processing ideographs at the 
neuropsychological level ( Hasuik et al, 1986 ). Such functions take a more 
ho11st1c and v1sua1 approach to the process1ng or 1deograms 1n the r1ght 
hemisphere. 
In conclusion, the purpose of this stud!J is to examine script effects of 
Chinese ideograms on Chinese ESL/EFL students in comparison with students 
from alphabetic orthographic backgrounds. The problem arises from Chinese 
students· part1cularly slow read1ng 1n Eng11sh. concern1ng th1s problem, one 
as_Sl.Jr:DJ)ti~~ is that Chinese students' reading speed is slowed down by 
difficult adjustment in the switch from reading an ideographic language to 
an alphabetic language. This study focuses on this assumption, approaching 
it from the perspective of script effects that are considered cognitive 
functions with greater right hemispheric activities, hypothesizing that 
Chinese readers are more reliant on graphic cues than phonologtcal cues, 
compared with alphabetic language readers. 
CHAPTER II 
REV I E~v OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Literature on three areas of studies, that is, cerebral dominance, 
script effects and reading theories, is reviewed in this study. The review of 
11terature on cerebral dominance serves as a background so that the review 
of 11terature on script effects can tie presented meaningfully. The review of 
literature on reading theories provides a theoretical framework within 
which the influence of script effects on reading strategies is examined and 
measured in this study. 
CEREBRAL DOM I NANCE 
Script effects are cognitive functions with greater right hemispheric 
activities. Y./hen functions and activities involve hemispheres, it is 
necessary to discuss cerebral dominance for the purpose of providing an 
overall picture, since it is generally believed that different hemispheres are 
dominant r or dt He rent cereoral runct 1 ons. 
Marc Dax read a paper at Montpelier in 1836, revealing his discovery 
that paralusis of the riaht side of the bodu was usuallu acomoanied bu loss - - - - . -
of speech, whereas patients could talk normally f ollo\·Ving the paralysis of 
the left side of the body. In 1861, Broca found that damage to the area in 
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front of and just aoove the 1ert ear ( leit frontal cortex ) resulted 1n the 
disaonay to speak. Fono·wing these t"NO Frenchmen, V·lernicke, a German 
neurologist, found in 1674 that damage to the area around and under the ieft 
ear (left temporal cortex) caused problems in patients· speech 
comprehension. Since then, there has developed a belief that the left 
hemisphere was dominant because it seemed to contra 1 1 anguage in most 
people (Lenneberg, 1975; Aitchison, 1976; Gaddes, 1950). 
Tt1e dominance of one hemisphere over the other is considered either 
structurally asymmetric or f unct i ona 11 y asymmetric, or both. After these 
pioneering dicoveries, many researchers tried to find structural 
differences between the two hemispheres of the brain to account for the 
differences in their functions. Differences in weight and complexity of the 
two hemispheres, tn volUme and length of the carotid arteries of the two 
hemispheres, and in the asymmetries of the hvo temporal lobes were found. 
Though some findings were too sma11 to be of much significance, findings 
from the research mostly provided evidence for the dominace of the left 
hemisphere (Gaddes, 1980 ). For examp 1 e, Gesch··Ni nd and Levi tzky ( 1968) 
found in a histological study that the planum temporale of 100 adult brains 
was larger on the left tn 65 percent and equal on botn stdes tn 24 percent, 
whereas it was larger on the right in only 11 percent. This study was 
supported by a histological study of brains of adults, neonates and fetuses 
carried out by Wada, Clarke and Hamm ( 1975). 
On the other hand, much research directed to the asymmetries in the 
functions of the tv10 hemispheres also found evidence favoring the 
do mt nance of the l ert he mt sphere, though some research sho"Ned 
contradictory findings. A general functional model proposed by Levy ( 1973, 
1974) is presented in diagrams by Hardyck ( 1977) in the following: 
TABLE I 
A GENERAL FIJNCT I ONAL MODEL OF HANDEDNESS 
















speech spat i a 1 abilities 
language nonverbal ideation 
writing 
calculation 
In the following, related literature on the functional asymmetries 
concerning speech, language and writing is reviewed in detail, since this 
study is associated with hemispheric functions in one way or another. 
1 1 
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THE LEFT HEM I SPHERE 
The evidence that human 1 anguage abilities are contra 11 ed by 
mechanisms localized in the left hemisphere comes mainly from studies in 
three areas: aphasi o 1 ogy, di chot i c 1 f stenf ng test f ng and vi sua 1 fie 1 d testing. 
In addition, there f s also some evidence from handedness, w·hich favors the 
theory of left hemispherf c dominance. 
1. Clinical Studies 
Evidence obtained from aphasic patients indicates that damage to the 
left hemisphere causes three types of disturbance of speech performance as 
categorized by Lenneberg (1975), namely, interference with production, 
interference with language knowledge and interference with vocabulary. 
When interference of speech is concerned, patients usually suffer from 
domage to the left-side frontal lobe involving Broco's oreo. If they are 
given oral questions or written questions, they can answer them 
appropriately by gestures such as nodding, or vvTite short ans·vvers ·vvith 
their unparalyzed left hand. This suggests that their comprehension is not 
seriously impaired. They understand, and kno\N what to say, but cannot say 
it. The production disturbance might result from inability to control the 
motor coordinotion of the speech muscles. When the speech is exomined, it 
will be found that the structure of the speech is impaired. The impaired 
speech is usually characterized by telegraphic style, with open class 'Y.tords, 
such as nouns and verbs, intact but closed class words, such as articles and 
prepositions, missing. The impairment depends on the degree of domoge to 
the hemisphere. Consequently, these patients hove difficulty in producing a 
coherent speech ( Lenneberg, 1975; Luria, 1975; Zurif & Caramazza, 1976). 
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When patients suffer from damaae to the left-side parieto-temooral 
~ . 
region involving the Wernicke's area, they have disturbance in some 
cognitive aspect of language capability ( anosognosia ). They are usually 
unable to reaa and wrlte, though they do not have problems ln motor 
coordination of the muscles involved. Their motor coordination is 1ntact 
because they are vo 1ub1 e, producing an uni nterrupt i b 1 e fl ovv of words. 
However, the speech is fu11 of incorrect word-like segments that can be 
categorized into two types; paraphasias and neologisms. In the former 
situation, the patient utters segments that may be phonemica11y or 
semant1ca11y directed to the target wora, wnne 1n the latter sltuatlon the 
patient's utterance is completely unrecognizable. The grammatical 
structure of the speech is monotonous. Phrases and sentences seem to be 
constructed in unusual ways ( Lenneberg, 1975; Luria, 1975; zurif and 
Caramazza, 1976 ) 
Patients with damage to the left-side cortex outside the primary 
projection areas appear to be short or 'Noras 1n spontaneous speecn 
(anomia). If the damage is not severe, they speak relatively fluently, though 
their speech is often interrupted by the Up-of-tongue phenomenon. They 
stop here and there in their speech for words. When comprehension is 
concerned, patients of this type can answer yes-no questions and follow 
commands without much difficulty ( Lenneberg, 1975; Zurif and Caramazza, 
1976). 
The above evidence regarding aphasic patients· symptoms, location of 
injury and structure of speech supports the be 1i ef that 1 anguage functions 
are localized in the left hemisphere. 
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2. Dichotic Listening 
One or the exper1ments commonly employed to explore the 
relationship between the hvo hemispheres is dichotic listening, an auditory 
task. The advantaoe of this technioue is that it can be apolied to both 
~ . . 
normal people and patients ·with brain damage. In dichotic listening 
procedures a list of auditonJ stimuli is presented in such a way that some 
st i mull reach the 1 er t ear ( right herni sphere ), wh11 e other stimuli come to 
the right ear (left hemisphere). Under normal conditions, such stimull 
reaching the ears travel along contraiaterai and ispllaterai path·ways to the 
cortex. However, because the contralateral pathways are dominant over the 
ispilateral pathways, information travelling along the contralateral 
pathways blocks information travelling along the ispilateral pathways. 
conseQuently, r1ght-ear 1nrormat1on has d1rect access to the left aud1tory 
cortex, whereas left-ear information has to travel to the right hemisphere 
and pass transcallosally before it can be processed by the left hemisphere 
( Krashen, 1976; Bryden, 1982 ). 
In 1961, Kimura conducted tvv"o dichotic listening studies. In the first 
study (1961a ), she presented a list of stimuli of three-digit groups to 
suo J ects, and round a r1 gtn-ear super1 or1ty (hence, RES ) 1 n rec a 111 ng 
performance. In her second study of a group of normal young adult females 
( 1961 b ) , Kimura found that these norm a 1 subjects a 1 so shov·ted a si gnlfi cant 
RES. Following her, many researchers replicated the dichotic listening test 
with verbal stimuli, ranging from nonsense syllables to meaningful words. 
Findings from these studies generally support Kimura·s finding. 
curry ( 1915 7 ) presented Doth meanl ngr u1 words and nonsense words 
dichotically to subjects. Both meaningful words and nonsense words 
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produced a RES, though the nonsense vvords lacked meaning. This study 
suggests that the left hemisphere is not only specialized in processing 
linguistically meaningful stimuli, but also in processing stimuli 
characterisctic of linguistic st1mul1's accoustic features at the 
phonological level. Curry·s study was conf1rmed by Studdert-Kennedy and 
Shankweiler's study ( 1970). They presented only one single pair of 
consonant-vo·-r1e1-consonant (CVe) on each trial. Each of the eve syllables 
consisted of an initial and terminal stop consonant and a medial vo··Nel. The 
pairs were presented in such a way that the effect of initial and terminal 
consonants was exam1ned. wnen reportlng both consonants or vo\Ne1s 1n 
their order, all subjects showed a RES for initial stop consonants, out 
showed a weaker RES for the terminal consonants. The vowels, in contrast, 
were less consistent in their ear superiority. Dawin ( 1971 ) .. Allard and 
Scott ( 1975) reported a RES for fricative consonants. Haggard ( 1971) 
reported a RES for 11 quid consonants and semivowels. However, the RES for 
these sounds was not as great as that for the stop consonants in Studdert-
Kennedy and Shankwener's research. Moreover, the RES for vowels was 
small. It might result from the nature of the task. In Godfrey's study 
( 1979), vowels produced a more significant RES when noise was added and 
the length of stimuli was shortened. This implies that RES is greater when 
the task is more difficult. These dichotic listening studies indicate, at 
least, that the mechan1sms for process1ng pnonet1c structure of language 
are localized in the left hemisphere. 
3. Visual Field Testlng 
Another commonly adopted technique in expioring the functions of the 
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two hemispheres is visual fieM testing. In the visual nervous system, it is 
not as simple as ft is in the audftory system in which the left-ear 
information travels along fibers to the right hemisphere and the right-ear 
information to the left hemisphere. Tt1e visual nervous system is more 
complex. The left half of both retinae of the eyes sends information along 
the nervous fibers to the left visual cortex, while the right half of both 
ret1nae senas 1nrormat1on to tne r1ght v1sua1 cortex. How·ever, the opt1ca1 
lenses of the eyes are reversed, and the image of an object on the right is 
projected to the left of each retina and vice versa. As a result, the image of 
objects on the right visual field is sent to the left hemisphere, and on the 
left visual field to the right hemisphere ( Gaddes, 1980. Bryden, 1982. ). 
Heron ( 1957) used single letters and groups of letters in visual field 
stuc11es. He round that 1ert-v1sua1-r1elct super1or1ty (hence, L VFS ) appearea 
H a row of letters was centered at fixation and spread into both visual 
fields. However, he found a right-visual-field superiority (hence, RVFS) 
when single letters or group of letters were exposed in only one visual field 
at a time. Heron believed that the theory of serial process of alphabetic 
stimuli could account for these effects. Bryden (1965) used single letters 
in a v1sua1 f1eld study With left-hanaers and right-handers. The finding 
from this research is consistent with the speculation that right-handers 
have left hemispheric language dominance, while left-handers have right 
hemispheric language dominance. Right-handers showed a RVFS, whereas 
left-handers did not in this study. 
In addition to the above unn at era 1 studies with 1 etters, some 
researchers employed words as stimuli in bilateral presentation in their 
research. For instance, Hines (1976) achieved a more significant RVFS with 
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bilateral presentation of \Atord stimuli than wHh unnateral presentation. 
This finding confirmed similar findings from an earlier study by Kershner 
and Jeng ( 1972). RVFS obtained in bilateral presentation ( presented to the 
nght visual f1eld of both eyes ) 1s be11eved to be more robust than that 
obtained in unilateral presentation. The rationale, according to Hines 
(1975), is that the more specialized hemisphere will always carry out the 
task in unilateral presentation of stimuli, while the presence of bilateral 
presentation of stimuli in both visual fieMs inhibits interhemispheric 
communication so that the capacity of each hemisphere is better assessed. 
Following the unilateral and b1lateral procedures, studies with the 
manipulation of tasks, such as name matching task ( Posner and Keele, 
1967) and memory-name matching tasks ( Klatzky and Atkinson, 1971), 
were conducted to fu11y explore VFS. The findings from these studies were 
inconsistent with the nature of the stimuli presented. It is probably the 
nature of the task involved, but not the nature of the stimuli, that makes the 
d1ff erence. Bryden ( 1952 ) concluded that: 
Right-visual-field effects do not appear simply because verbal 
stimuli have been used. Rather, the existence of right-visuai-
field effects depends on the nature of the task being performed 
by the subject. When the task i nvo 1 ves 1 anguage processing, a 
right-ff eld effect is observed; when it does not, or when 
non language processes become relatively more important, no 
right-field effect is seen (p.64). 
4.Handedness 
The phenomenon that a majority of people are right-handed and a 
majority of people show a left-hemisphere dominance for speech has drawn 
researchers· interests to the re 1 at i onshi p bet ween handedness and speech 

TABLE II 
INCIDENCE OF LEFT-HANDED OFFSPRING AS 
A FUN CT I ON OF PARENT Al HANDENESS 
Parental handedness 
Total number 
R father I R mother 
Number of left-handed 
percentage of left handed 
Left father I R mother 
Numoer of left-handed 
Percentage of 1 ef t-handed 
Right father I L mother 
Number of leH-handed 
Percentage of left-handed 
L father I L mother 
Number of left-handed 
Percentage of left-handed 















dichotic listening studies showed that the RES was more robust in right-
handers than it was in left-handers, after they evaluated several studies in 
this field. 
In summary, the literature reviewed above on clinical studies, dichotic 
listening .. visual field testing and handedness all provides strong evidence 
for the localization of major language functions in the left hemisphere. 
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RIGHT HEMISPHERE 
In the last two decades, more and more evidence has been brought to 
light that the right hemisphere may possess some linguistic ability, though 
the left hemisphere is considered to be dominant for phonological, 
sequential, syntactical and referential functions of language. Literature on 
clinical studies with dichotlc listening and visual field testing is reviewed 
in the following to examine the nature and characteristics of the right 
hemisphere's functions in processing language. 
Eisenson (1962) studied 65 right-brain damaged patients with a word 
recognition and sentence completion test The findings from this research 
indicated that right-brain damaged patients were deficient in vocabulary 
processing and sentence processing. This is one of the first serious claims 
that the right hemisphere may contribute to the language functions. Studies 
with right-brain damaged patients indicated that such patients had problems 
with the syntactic and semantic features of 1 anguage. Lesser ( 197 4 ) 
administered syntatic, semantic and phonological tests to 54 subjects of 
whom 15 had left brain damage, 15 right brain damage, 9 bilateral 
leucotomies, and 15 were controls. She found that patients v1ith right brain 
damage had difficulty on the semantic test, but not so on the syntactic and 
phonological tests. She suggested that right brain damage might interfere 
with the understanding of single words, but did not interfere with the left 
hemisphere's syntactic interpretation of sentence and phonological 
processing. This was supported by a study conducted by Gainotti et al( 1979). 
They administered an auditory comprehension test to right-brain damaged 
patients, and found that these patients made signlficantly more errors than 
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the controls. Schwartz et al ( 1979) reported a case with a marked 
disassociation among semantic, syntactic and phonological abilities. The 
patient suffered from a severe progressive deterioration in ability to deal 
with lex1cal information semantically, while the abilities to carry out 
syntactic and phonological tasks were mainly intact. 
The visual and auditory functions of right-brain damaged patients is of 
particular interest. Rausch (1951) conducted a study of patients with left 
temporal lobectomies. She found that patients "Nith left temporal 
lobectomies made significantly more faise recognition errors than other 
subjects on semant1ca11y or acoustically related words in ooth auditory and 
visual tasks, while patients with right temporal lobectomies did not make 
more fa 1 se recognition errors than other subjects on auditory tasks, but 
made significantly fewer false recognition errors than other subjects on 
visual tasks. This finding suggests that patients with left temporal 
1 obectomi es have an ability to encode verb a 1 materi a 1, though they suffer a 
trreakdm·vn in information processing at a later stage. It also imp11es that 
the dissociation bet··Neen auditory and visual modalities for right temporal 
lobectomy patients is due to a breakdown in the decoding of the visual 
attributes of verbal material. Therefore, Rausch suaaested that the damaaed 
vv v 
right was more involved than the left hemisphere in the analysis of visual 
features of verbal material. Her assumption is supported by Jones-Gotman 
and Mllner ( 1975). They found that pat1ents with right temporal 100ectom1es 
did poorly on a paired associate learning task using concrete, high freauency 
words, while they did as well as normal controls on a task wHt1 abstract 
words. Their findina shows that oatients wHh riaht temooral lobectomies - . - . 
are not able to employ visual imagery mnemonic devices as an aid to recaii 
of concrete words, oecause such words are highly associated with visual 
imagery. 
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Commenting on the characteristics of the vi sua I functions of the right 
hemisphere, White Ison ( 1983) stated that: 
Its ( the right hemisphere's ) relatively specialized function may 
be described as one in which information is processed so that 
stimuli are synthesized or unified into a hollstic percept and in 
which the temporal aspects of the stimuli are superceded. The 
perception of spatial relationships, regardless of the sensory 
modality involved, appears to depend mainly on this type of 
cognitive processing. ( 1983, p.119) 
As a matter of fact, clinical and behavioural investigation of cognition 
has obtained clear evidence for right hemisphere specialization on a variety 
of visuospatial or holistic tasks. Carman et al ( 1977) reported the 
procedures employed to train a literal a1exiac "Noman wfth left-hemisphere 
parietotemporal cortical atrophy and the training results. The patient was 
unable to translate a sequence of printed letters into the corresponding 
sequence of spoken phonemes because of her deficiency in the sequential 
abilities of the left hemisptrnre. After being trained to recognize words as a 
whole, she was able to process lexical information pictorially wHh the r1ght 
hemisptrnre rather ttrnn analytically, because she could only read the words 
sr1e was trained for. This evidence indicates that the right hemisphere is 
capable only of holistic recognition of words. This phenomenon can be 
explained by the finding from Zaide1's study (1977) that the right hemisphere 
was not capable of employing grapheme-phoneme correspendence rules to 
encoding visual information so that H could only read words by sight. 
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It has 1ong been noticed that the right hemisphere is specia1ized in 
music. For instance, \N'ada ( 1975) found that his patient cou1d only hum the 
tunes without words when asked to sing Happy Bi rhtday after he injected 
socllum amytal 1nto tne pat1ent·s lert carotld artery, and tne pat1ent was only 
atr1e to recite the words of the song in monotone without tr1e tunes after a 
right side amytal injecton. 
However, researchers be 1 i eve that the right hemisphere may on 1 y be 
capable of processing acoustic features, but not capable of processing 
stimuli at the phonological level. For example, Weinstein ( 1964, cited in 
Mil1ar and \rfhitaker. 1953) demonstrated that patients with left-brain 
damage had difficulty estatr11shing the boundaries of phonetic categories, 
while patients with right-brain damage experienced no such difficulty. 
Perecman and Kellar ( 1981) found in a consonant-vowel di serf mi nation task 
that right brain-damaged patients processed both voice and place, whereas 
patients with 1 ef t brain-damage were on 1 y sensitive to the voice feature, 
out snowed a decreased awareness ror pl ace. Tn1 s rmomg 1 no1 cat es tnat the 
intact right hemisphere can only process voice while the left hemisphere 
can process both voice and p 1 ace. 
In a study of patients with lateralized lesions (Ven-komshian and Rao, 
1950), patients with right brain damage did significantly better than left-
brain damaged patients on the discrimination of stop consonants. Ho··Never, 
there was no s1gnH1cant el1Herence 1n vo\Nel el1scr1m1nat1on between 1ert-
and right-brain damaged patients, though both of them were impaired in 
vowel discrimination ff compared with normal controls. This is supported 
by findings from dichotic listening testing. Several studies (Studdert-
Kennedy and Shankwei1er, 1970; Cutting, 1973; et al ) indicated that RES 
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for vo··Nels was small or inconsistent in dichotic 11stening. The pt1onet1c 
features of vo· ... vels and consonants are acousticaiiy dlfferent. Vowels' 
acoustic features may be iess encoded than the consonants'. Commenting on 
this, Blumstein ( 1974) suggested tt·1at sounds such as vowels required less 
acoustic restructuring, and were probably less depen1jent on the left 
t1emisphere for Utis specialized mechanism. 
In conc1Usion, evidence from studies in aphasia cases, dichot1c 
listening_. visual fleld test in!~ and handedness all indicates that major 
i anguage functions, such as speech productl on and auditory perception, are 
almost completely localized in the left hemisphere. Ho\·vever, this does not 
mean that the right hemisphere is passive in language functions. Evidence 
from the above areas of studies, on the other hand, shows that the right 
hemisphere may possess abilities to process semantic aspects of linguistic 
materials, especially, lexical items with high imagery. This suggests that 
the right hemisphere may piay an important roie in the visuai perceptuai 
process of some linguistic materials. 
SCRIPT EFFECTS 
In the last one thousand years or so, Chinese characters ·+1ere 
borrowed into Vietnam, Korea and .Japan for ianguages that are not 
genetically related. Vietnam and North Korea have since replaced these 
characters, while south Korea and Japan still use Chinese characters 
supplemented with alphabetic scripts ('w'ang, 1981 ). For example. tt1e 
Japanese wrltlng system comblnes alphabetic and ideographic scripts: Kana, 
an alphabetic script 1 for loan words and grammatical morphemes, and Kanji, 
2 C') _, 
i deoaraoh i c scri o t (Chinese characters) for 1 exi ca 1 morphemes. Therefore, 
~ . . 
data from related .Japanese literature also provide good evidence for the 
study M script effects. In the following, literature on script effects will be 
rev1ewed ln t'·No categorles: c11n1ca1 researcn and exper1menta1 studles. 
1. Cl i ni ca 1 Evidence 
Evidence from c11nical research shows that brain damage causes 
script-specific impairment in Chinese, in Chinese bilinguals who speak, read 
and 'ftrite alphabetic languages, and in Japanese who use both the ideographic 
and alphabetlc scripts. 
Naeser and Chan ( 1950) found in a case study that a Chinese 
tridia1ecta1 aphasic was able to comprehend isolated Chinese characters, 
whereas the patient's ability in all other language modalities was impaired. 
April and Tse ( 1977) reported a case study of a right-handed b1lingua1 
Chinese aphasic patient with a lesion in the distribution of the right 
nemtsphere m1ddle cerebral artery. Tne patlent was born 1n cn1na and 
schooled in China until 7 years old. He had been in the United States for more 
than fifty years when he ·was admitted to the hospital. After he came to the 
United States, he spoke English at home and in his business. They found that 
the patient showed greater speech dysfunction for performance in Chinese 
than in English. The patient's English performance was better in general, and 
on scnuell's test ln part1cu1ar. Tney suggested that eany learntng or cn1nese 
characters, the 1 deograms, might be crit i ca 1 for the est ab 1 i shment and 
maintainance of language dominance in the right hemisphere, because the 
ideographic script is based on visual spatial percepts. Chinese characters 
might present visual-spatial elements to the reader so that the reader's 
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recogn1uon or characters and representat1on or characters mlgnt rely more 
on geometr1c spattal factors than the recognition and representation of 
English words do. However, in another case study of a right-handed bilinguai 
Chinese aphasic patient with a right hemisphere lesion, April and Han (1980) 
reported that there was no significant preference either in Chinese or 
English. 
Evidence from Japanese aphasic patients also supports the findings 
from the above case studies. In a single aphasic case study, vamadori ( 1975) 
found that the patient could read Kttll}f, but hardly K&JIJ. This phenomenon is 
very common. Sasanuma ( 1975) surveyed 378 adult aphasic patients. He 
round that these patients could De divided into rour groups according to their 
symptoms and diagnosis. Patients with diagnostic, Broca·s, motor, efferent 
motor, express1ve aphas1a and aphas1a w1th sensory-motor 1mpa1rment could 
read Kttnji better than Kantt. Patients with Wernicke's sensory, acoustic and 
receptive aphasia could also read Kttnji better than KttnlJ. Patients with 
simple aphasia read K8nji as wen as KttnlJ. However, patients with 
semantic-form aphasia or a mixed form of transcortical aphasia could not 
read Kttnji as wen as Kttna. A majority of these aphasic patients had 
selective impairment of Kttntt reading. such evidence indicates tt1at the 
mechanisms for processing Kttno tend to localize in the left hemisphere, 
whereas those for Konji in the right hemisphere. 
2. Experimental Evidence 
Evidence f rorn vi sua 1 fie 1 d studies i ndi cat es that the right hemisphere 
may be dominant in processing ideographic script, especi any single 
characters. Sugishita et al ( 1978) reported a l VFS for Kan Ji in a recognition 
test of t.8nJf and t.8n8 on three patients who had surgical sect1on of the 
')7 
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sp l eni um of the corpus ca l1 osum. Such patients· t'·..vo he mi spheres are 
isolated. Hatta ( 1977) reported a significant LVFS for /\~9n/f. /\filJji 
characters are generally recogntzed wlth more accuracy 1rrespect1ve or thetr 
famil1ar1ty, when they are presented to tne 1ert-v1sua1-f1elc1. Based on sucn 
findings, Hatta suggested that reading Japanese te:=<t require1j the integrated 
action of both hemisphere processing systems to a greater extent than 
reading French or English te>~t. The rationale, as suggested by Hatta, is that 
Japanese orthography re 1 ates rather different 1 y to cerebra 1 asymmetry of 
function than Roman orthography. In a later study, Hatta ( 1951) also round a 
significant L VFS for K8njl. Hatta be11eved that this finding at least 
suggested a specialization of the right hemisphere for individual KalJji 
processing. At the same time, several studies ( Sasanuma et al, 1977 and 
Endo et al, 1978.) found a RVFS for Kana, the alphabetic script. 
Such evidence was also obtained with Chinese characters. Tzeng et al 
( 1979) reported a L VFS for stngle Chinese characters. However, th1s 
superiority was changed to a RVFS when patrs of cr1aracters were presented 
to the subjects. This suggested that the recognition of single Chinese 
characters might only involve recognition of spatial configurattons, wh11e 
recognition of pairs of characters might involve 11nguistic processing. 
In a two-experiment study, Hung and Jones ( 1980) found that Chinese 
suOJects showed no stgnH1cant v1sua1 fleld super1or1ty for namtng s1ng1e 
Ch1nese characters presented w1th a tachistoscope tn their first experiment. 
In their second experiment, however, they found a significant L \IFS among 
both Chinese and North American subjects for single Chinese characters in 
the discrimination test. The explanation they suggested is that the 
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discrimination tasl< might involve recognition of the spatial configuration 
and might not re qui re pt1onet i c processing whether or not tt1e phonetic code 
was availabie to the subjects, while the naming task might require both 
spatial and linguistic processing of the right and left hemispheres. 
Evidence from other research also indicates that ideographic script 
and alphabetic scripts may require different processing mechanisms. In a 
study or process1ng mechan1sms, Turnage and McG1nn1es ( 1973) presented a 
llst of 15 words eHher visually or audHorily to tv·to groups of 60 Chinese 
college students and hvo groups of 60 American college students. The 
flnding indicated that Chinese students learned the list of characters faster 
when it was presented visually, while American students learned the list of 
words faster when it was presented aud1tori1y. Turnage and McGinnies 
suggested that cn1nese 1deograpns conta1n more characters wlth s1m11ar 
sounds out different meanings than is the case for English words, and this 
characteristic of the Chinese orthographic structure may favor learning 
through the visual code. An important factor they ignored in their 
consideration is that Chinese characters represent primarily meaning and 
form, rather than sound. In a similar studrJ. Fana et al (1981) obtained the 
~· ~ 
same results. Tney rouna tnat nuent reaaers or cntnese snowea Detter 
performance in memory tasks under v1sua1 presentat1on. wnereas Amer1can 
readers performed better under auditory presentation. 
The aoove findings may indicate the existence of i ntrahemi spheric 
f unct i ona 1 speci a 1 izat ion for auditory and vi sua 1 characteristics of 
dfff erent scripts, because readers of an ideographic language may rely more 
on visual processing than on auditory processing, wh11e readers of an 
a1phabettc language may depend more on auo1tory processing. A study of 
') <;j .. ~ 
dyslexic children supports such a conclusion. Rozin et al ( 1971) conducted 
an experiment on teaching American chlldren wlth reading problems to read 
English presented by Chinese characters. Eight second grade children '-ttith 
cl ear reao1 ng 01 saon ay were successfllll y taught to reaa Engl 1 sh mater1 al 
wrltten in 30 Chinese characters. They suggested that this might be 
attributed to the fact that Chinese characters can map into speech at the 
level of words rather than of phonemes. In concluston, the evidence from 
both clinical and experimental studies is summarized in TABLE Ill, follov·ting 
Henderson ( 1982, p.206) 
TABLE Ill 
COGNITIVE STYLES IN WORD RECOGNITION IN 
IDEOGRAPHIC AND ALPHABETIC LANGUAGES 
Type of scripts 
Locus of presentation 
effect 








1 ef t-hemi sphere 
superiority 
rule-based 




In this section, theories concerning reading are reviewed in two 
categories: theories on the schematic level and theories on the perceptual 
level. How such theories apply to second language learners is also revie\Ned, 
since this study is intended to study reading strategies in a second language. 
It is well known that reading is a complex process. As early as 1908, 
Buehler ( cited in Bransford, 1979) propose1j a "field" theory to account for 
the interaction between one's knowledge and information in the text. In this 
theory, the field is the function of the relationship between incoming 
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ideas are found in later theories on reading comprehension. 
Goodman ( 1967) suggested that reading involves partial use of 
minimal language cues on the basis of the reader's expectation. In this model, 
the minimal language cues bring in the information from the text, while the 
reader's expectation is bui 1t on his knowledge. Samue 1 s and Eisen berg ( 1981) 
stated that reading comprehension is a match between the incoming 
information from the text and the information stored in the reader's mind. 
Wittrock (1981) suggeste1j that reading is a generative process in which the 
reader generates meaning from the text by constructing relations between 
his knowledge and experience, and the written sentences, paragraphs, and 
passages. Smith ( 1982) called knowledge stored in the reader's head 
"cognitive structure". Reading comprehension is hypothesis testing on the 
text using the cognitive structure as the guidelines. 
In this study, Goodman's theory is reviewed in detail, because his 
theory is most commonly adopted in the field of second language reading 
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study, and because the measurement, Readina Miscue lnventoru. used in this 
study 1s developed wlth1n his theoretical frame. Goodman has developed his 
reading theory a 1 ong the 1 ingui st i c theory es tab 1 i shed by Noam Chomsky. 
This influence ls reflected in Hvo \.Yays in nls theory. First, the aDllity to 
read is innate and universal, as Goodman puts it, u Virtually every child's 
language is adequate for his present needs in communication. All language 
is equally good." ( 1964, p.49.) Second, two parallel levels of language 
formulation, surface structure and deep structure, are expressed, in 
Goodman's model of reading comprehension, as graphic, syntactic and 
semantic cues ror the rormer, and meaning ror the latter. The wrltten text 
or surface structure is an expression of meaning or deep structure 
(Goodman, 1964, 1967). 
When actual reading behavior is concerned, the reader is processing 
information cued by the written text to reconstruct the message the writer 
has conveyed. Speci fl ca 11 y, the reader samp 1 es the graphic cues, makes 
predictions on tne oasts or hts ltngu1st1c and non11ngu1st1c knowledge, tests 
such predictions and confirms or rejects them. This process is recycling and 
continuous as the reader keeps reading (Goodman, 1970 ). 
The cues in Goodman's model belong to the perceptual level. At this 
1eve1, there is fl rst the question of what the perceptua 1 unit is, and then the 
question as to whether print is phono 1 ogi ca 11 y processed. As far as the 
perceptual un1t ts concerned, t\ovo tneortes, namely, whole wora recogna10n 
and 1 et ter-c 1 uster recognition, are discussed in this study. 
In the whole word theory (Smith, 1982, and Henderson, 1982), it is 
assumed that the reader does not identify a word letter by letter, but rather 
identifies a word holistically by lts feature cues, such as envelope cues, and 
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that the reader's knowledge of the alphabet plays little role, and his 
knowledge of phonology no role in the process of word recognition. The 
envelope cue of a word is the outline of an individual word. If an envelope is 
drawn aroun1j the outline of a lower case \Atord, different words have 
different shapes and length. In terms of progressive blurring of a word 
display in the process of word recognition, high freQuency spatial 
1nrormat1on ts flltered out as 01urrtng 1ncreases, and tnererore, the word 
input enters as a gross image, like an enve 1 ope (Haber and Haber, 1981; 
Henderson, 1982). However, studies specifically directed to the roie of 
envelope cues in ¥to rd recognition in a 1 phabet i c 1 anguages have tot a 11 y fan ed 
to provide relevant evidence (Henderson, 1982). This lack of evidence may be 
natural since this theory ignores the fact that a word in an alphabetic 
language represents sound, and meaning, as well as form. 
The letter-cluster theory ( Smith, 1982, and Henderson, 1982 ), on the 
other hand .. is both holistic and ana1ytica1. It is holistic in the sense that a 
word is not broken down into individual letters. It is analytical because tt1e 
grouping of letters into clusters is rule-based. It follows the rules of 
orthography of alphabetic languages and of phonology. This theory is 
supported oy evt dence from tacht stoscopt c studt es. Gt oson et al ( 1962) 
compared two types of stimuli: pseudov·tords spelt in accordance with 
orthographic and phono 1 ogi ca 1 rules and nonv·tords spe 1t irrespective of any 
of the above rules. They found that rule-based pseuao·-r1ords were reported 
with significantly greater accuracy than non-rule-based nonwords. Gibson 
suggested that the superiority of pseudowords resulted from their 
pronounceabi 1 i ty. 
Smith and Ha vi 1 and ( 1972) compared recognition of two types of 
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triararns. consonant-vov·tel-consonant words and tri-consonant nonw·ords, .... . 
"Ntth the probed forced chotce method ,in ''f'lhich the subjects were required 
to report which of the two given letters had occurred in a marked position. 
They round a wore! superlor1ty over nomvord ln sp1te of the e~<Pl1c1t tra1n1ng 
for nom·vords. Their finding indicates that orthographic and phonological 
rules are psychologically real, and play an important role in word recognition 
in an alphabetic language. 
The findings from the above studies appear to support Conrad's 
suggestion ( 1964) that phonetic reading does take place in silent reading. 
Conrad demonstrated in his study that phonetic reading took place in 
processing verbal materials even when they were v1sua11y presented. This 
phonetic reading is also called inner speech (Banks et al, 1981 ). It is 
suggested that inner speech plays an important role in silent reading. For 
example, we would miss puns and other wordplays that the author intended in 
a text if there were no inner speech. 
As ror the modes or recodlng, two routes are commonly proposed: ( 1) a 
nonlexical grapheme-phoneme correspondence (hence, GPC) route, and (2) a 
le:>{ical word specific route (Henderson, 1982 ). The nonle:>{ica1 GPC ernpioys 
the phonological rules to decode graphernic elements into pronunciation. 
Evidence from studies of surface dyslexia, pronounceability of pseudowords 
and orthography support this assumption. In the lexical route, there is an 
internal lexicon v1hich contains the representations or graphemes, phonology 
and semantics. When visual information spec1fies the internal lexicon, 
pronunciation is achieved. The existence of such a lexicon is supported by 
evidence from research of the effects of lexical status, logographs, 
homophones, and irreguiar words ( Henderson, i 982 ). As a matter of fact, 
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either route may exist, depend1ng on the nature of the script an1j trie task 
involved. 
Reading as a process, whether at the schematic level or at the 
perceptual level .. is considered universal in Goodman ( 1970, 1976 ). He 
suggested that "Learning to read a second language should be easier for 
someone already literate in another language, regardless of how simllar or 
dissimllar 1t 1su ( 1970, p. 65). He clted flndlngs from stud1es or readlng 
German, Polish, Spanish, and Ylddisr1 to support his assumption. As a matter 
of fact, he predicted that the process of reading a nonalphabetf c language, 
like Chinese .. would be the same as that of reading an alphabetic language. 
Studies in reading a second language provide evidence for Goodman's 
claim in two aspects: the process of reading and the transfer of reading 
s1<111s from a flrst language to a second language. Lopez ( 1977) studied the 
reading process of 75 Mexican-American children in second and third grade 
with miscue analysis. The finding indicates that the Spanish readers use 
contextual cues, together with their knowledge of sound and symbo 1 
relationships, to make predictions about meaning, as English readers do. 
Evidence from research in second language reading also indicates that ESL 
students transrer their read1ng s1<111s rrom thelr r1rst language to the second 
language. In a study or Arabic ESL students, Al-Rufai ( 1976) found that 
reading ski11s were transferable but the transfer took place only when the 
second language was used with ease by the reader. In a study of the reading 
ski11s of tt1ree groups of Spanish-speaking ESL students of differing English 
proficiency, Deemer ( 1978) found that the highest English proficiency group 
showed a strong s1gntr1cant corre1at1on between read1ng skllls, the m1ddle 
group showed a mild correlation, while the beginning readers of English 
.... C" 
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shov·ted no correlation 1n the two languages. Deemer clatmed that read1ng for 
meaning is a non-language specific skill which can be transferred to a 
second 1 anguage that is being 1 earned. However, it is not c 1 ear whether 
skills at the perceptual level are transferable or not. 
In short, severa 1 authors IJe 11 eve that read1 ng is a generative process 
at the schematic level, and it is universal in the sense that it is common in 
all languages and transferalJle from the f1rst langauge to the second 
language. At the perceptual level, there are two common theories, Yvhoie 
word recognition and letter-cluster recognition. In the former, words are 
recognized as an image, whereas in the latter words are recognized in 
letter-clusters based on the rules of phonology and orthography. The former 
may be common in reading an ideographic language, and the latter in reading 
an alphabetic language. At present in reading a second language, there is 
some research evidence for the claim of reading as a universal process at the 
schematic level, but not enough evidence for it at the perceptual level. 
SUMMARY 
L Herature on three areas of study, cerebra 1 dominance, script effects 
and reading theories, is revievved in this study. When the left hemisphere is 
concerned, evidence from clinical research indicates that the left 
hemisprrere spec1alfzes 1n contro111ng motor coord1nat1on for speech 
production, and in processing language knowledge and vocabulary. Dichotic 
studies demonstrate that the left hemisphere is capable of processing both 
linguistically meaningful an1j meaningless stimuli. This may suggest that 
the left hemisphere is capable of processing stimuH at the phonoiogicai 
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level as well as at U1e acoustlc level. Evidence from visual field research 
shows that RVFS (left hemisphere) depends on the nature of the task rather 
than the nature of the stimuli. When tasks invoive ianguage processing, RVFS 
occurs. It does not when tasks involve non-language processing. The study 
of handedness provides a high correlation behveen handedness and cerebral 
dominance for right-handers, though H does not for left-handers. This might 
oe genet1ca11y determtned as suggested by some researchers. 
on the other hand, studtes of the rtght hemtsphere also tndlcate mat 
the right hemisphere is also specialized in processing linguistic materials in 
some way. Research evidence shows that 1t processes le::<ical information 
semanUcally, especially for single words. Evidence from visual field studies 
indicates that the right hemisphere is more involved in the analysis of visual 
features of verbal matertals. It is better at processing concrete words, 
which may result from 1ts holistic approach and its incapab111ty of 
employing grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. Dichotic research 
provides evidence that the right hemisphere is capable of processing the 
acoustic features of stimuli, but not the phonetic features, especially those 
of consonants. It is suggested that the processing of the latter requires 
more spec1a11zed and complex acousttc reconstructtng or sounds. Ttle rlgnt 
hemisphere is probably not specialized for this task. 
Script effects may be a product of the re1at1on between cerebral 
functions and the characteristics of ideographic and alphabetic scripts. 
Clinical research demonstrates a pretty clear selective impairment of 
ideograms and phonetic script in Japanese aphasiacs. Usually left brain 
damage results in impairment of Kene, wh11e right bratn damage causes 
tncapabf11ty of processing Kenji. There is also evidence of selective 
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impairment of etther Chinese or English in Chinese bilingual aphasiacs, 
depending on the location of the lesion. In addition to the clinical evidence, 
experimental research idicates that there are intrahemispheric functional 
spec1a11zat1ons. For example, the left hemisphere has a more d1rect 
auditory access to Kano, whereas the right hem1spere has a more d1rect 
visual access to Konji. Mechanisms are functionally task-specific. 
Theories on reading at two levels have also been reviewed. At the 
schematic level, it is generally considered that reading comprehension is a 
generative process. The reader uses surface cues, graphic, syntactic, etc., in 
the te:x:t to construct mean1ng in the deep structure wHh the help of his 
previous knowledge. At the perceptual level, graphic cues may be processed 
as a who 1 e-word or as 1 et ter-c 1 usters. When processing graphic cues as a 
whole-word, the mechanism is word-specific. Y./hen processing graphic cues 
as letter-clusters, the mechanism is rule-based, based on the rules of 
orthography and phonology. It is controversial whether phonetic recoding 
takes place tn the above processes. The letter-clUster theory provides a 
rationale for the grapheme-phoneme correspendence route tn alphabetic 
languages. The whole-·-r1ord theory may apply to alphabetic languages, but it 
shows less evidence for a word-specific route of phonetic recoding in an 
ideographic language. 
Reading as a universal process is \ftell supported by evidence from 
research at the schematic level, for example, 1dent1cal processes 1n readlng 
different languages and transfer of skills from a f1rst language to a second 
language. However, there is not much evidence for a universal process at the 
perceptual level. 
CHAPTER 111. 
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
In tt1is chapter, subjects, research design, research measurements, 
materi a 1 s, and proce1jures are described in detai 1. 'v'a 11 dity and re 11 abll ity, 
which are of great concern in any research, are also discussed. 
SUBJECTS 
Three subjects from each of the following orthographic and linguisUc 
populations were used respective 1 y: educated natl ve speakers of Chinese 
who were American university students; educated native speakers of 
Spanish who were American university students; and mono-literate 
American-Chinese college students 1Nhose first oral language ··r1as Chinese, 
but whose first written language was English. The total subjects used in 
this study were nine. They v·tere all regular undergraduate or graduate 
students at Portland State University, majoring in the fields of science, 
art, psychology and business. Their English proficiency level was above 
550 as measured by TOEFL, or equivalent to or above this score as measured 
by other standard English proficiency tests, since English proficiency 
comparable to thls 1eve11s requlred oy the scnool ror non-nat1ve speakers 
upon reguJ ar admission into a degree program. 
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Chinese students in American universities genera 11 y had a good 
education in their native language, and studied English as a foreign language 
before they came to the United States. The Chinese students and Spanish-
speaking students 1n this study were second language speakers at an 
Amerlcan un1verstty. and were consldered to have comparable experiences 
of learning English as a foreign/second language, comparable English 
proficiency, and comparable first langauge education. The third group, the 
Chinese-Americans, might r1ave a t1i gt·1er Engl i st·1 proficiency in certain 
aspects, si nee English was their first wTit ten 1 anguage. The key 
cons1derat1 on or em pl oyl ng thl s group was triat they v·tere mono-1 iterate 
bilingual. 
The available population of the second and third groups of ESL 
students was very llmited at the school where the research was conducted. 
This, together with other 1 imitations, made random samp 11 ng very di ffi cult. 
As a result, sampling of subjects was based on prospective subjects' 
Qua1Htcat1on ror thls research and cooperativeness. All suOJects were 
either recommended by their professors and by peer students, or were tr1e 
researcher's students. They received the interview and reading test on a 
voluntary base. The sampling of mono-literate American-Chinese students 
who were non-literate or semi-literate in Chinese was particularly 
difficult, because few non-1 iterate Chinese students reach the English 
proflclency level that educated cn1nese or Span1sh-speak1ng students have 
reached. Subjects who had been non-literate 1n Chinese and who had 
become proficient English readers and college students before they began to 
learn written Chinese at school were used in this study. Such subjects ·were 
still qualified, because English was their first written ianguage, and 
alphabetic script effects are assumed to be dominant, thougt1 Chinese is 
their first oral language. 
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The Chinese subjects: These three subjects v·tere born in China, and 
had their college education in China. They were all graduate students at the 
school, majoring in art, mathematics and business administration ·when this 
study was conducted. They were all male adults, and their age ranged from 
twenty-six to thirty-one . 
Subject ZQ, a right-hander and artist, was a fast reader in Chinese as 
evaluated by himself in comparison with hf s peers. ZQ had studied English 
as a foreign language for 5 years in high school and at college_. and had also 
devoted a Jot of his spare time to studylng Eng11sr1 before he came to the 
United States. He had been in the United States for 13 months when the test 
was given. 
Subject RZ, a r1ght-hander and mathematlcs major, was a fast reader 
in Chinese as evaluated by himself in comparison with his peers. RZ had 
studied Engllsh as a foreign language for 5 years in high school and at 
college, and had spent a lot of time studying Engllsh by himself. He had been 
in the United States for 18 months. 
Subject SW, a right-hander and business major, was a moderate 
reader in Chinese as indicated in a self-evaluation in comparison 1..vith his 
peers. FW had studied Engllsh as a foreign language for 4 years, and studied 
English during his spare time after he left college. He had been in the United 
states for 18 months. 
The Soanish-speaking subjects: The three subjects had 12-14 years 
of education in Spanlsh Defore they came to the United States. They were 
undergraduate students of sciences or psychology at the school where the 
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research 'v\1 as conducted. One of them was a female, and the other two were 
male. Their age ranged from twenty-four to thirty-eight. 
SubJect PT, a female left-hander, was born in Mexico, and was a fast 
reader 1n spantsn as evalUated oy herself 1n comp;:1r1son wttn her peers. sne 
had been in the United States for 13 years, and had formal education in 
English for 3.5 years. 
Subject EO, a male rigM-hander, was born in Mexico, and was a fast 
reader in Spanish according to his self-evaluation in comparison with his 
peers. He had been in the United States since 1985 when this test 1vas 
gtven. He had 3.5 years of formal education in English. 
Subject EM, a male right-hander, was born in Bolivia, and was a 
moderate reader in Spanish as evaluated by himself in comparison with his 
peers. EM had been in the United States for 8 years, and had 4 years of 
formal education in EngHsh. 
The Mono-literate American-Chinese subjects: The three subjects 
were undergraduate students, and were not literate in Chinese before they 
began to study Chinese as a foreign language at tt10 school, although they all 
spoke a Chinese dialect as their first language. Therefore, Chinese v1as 
their first oral language, while Engllsh was their first written language. 
They were all female, and their age ranged from tv·1enty to twenty-t'·No. The 
term American-Chinese was used in this study, tiecause the subjects 
preferred to be called Amer1can-cn1nese lnstead of cn1nese-Amer1can. 
Subject CV, a right-hander. was born in Hong Kong, and went to 
kindergarten for 2 years and school for 1 year, where Cantonese, a dialect of 
Chinese, was spoken. She came to the United States when she was about 9 
years old. She had more than 1 i years of f ormai education in Engiish. She 
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spoke Cantonese with her family members and friends. V·ihen she came to a 
Ch1 nese cl ass at the school, st1e could read only a few numbers, and her m·vn 
and family members· names in Chinese. She did not do better than native 
speakers of English in written Chinese exercises an1j e~<aminations in tt·1e 
class. 
Subject CC, a right-hander, \·vas born in Hong Kong, came to the United 
States ··..vhen sr1e ·wa~; about 5 !Jears old, an1j had 16 years of formal 
education in English. CC spoke Cantonese at home and 1ji d not read Chinese 
before she took 1 year of Chinese at the school. She said that she had 
forgotten much of the Chinese learned at the school "Nhen she took the 
reading test for this research. 
Subject FH, a right-hander, "Nas born in Hong Kong .. and came to the 
United States at the age of about seven. She had more than 13 years of 
formal education in Englist1, but spoke mostly Cantonese at home. She did 
not read Chinese before she studied Chinese as a Foreign ianguage at the 
school. She had studie1j one year and two terms of Chinese "Nhen st1e tool< 
the reading test for this research. 
The data of the three groups of subjects are summarized in TABLE iV 
on the next page. 
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This study is consi 1jered causa 1-comparat i ve. research, si nee some 
important variables could not be manipulated directly and experimentally. 
The independent variable, script effects, is an attribute variable that the 
defined subjects possessed before the research began. In this study, script 
effects were manipulated only to the degree of grouping subjects according 
to their orthographic and linguistic backgrounds, their education in their 
native 1 anguage and their English proficiency 1eve1. The main dependent 
variables measured are ( 1 ) their oral reading miscues, (2) reading 
comprehension scores, and (3) difference in treating familiar and unfamiliar 
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words. The main dependent variables evaluated are ( 1) English proficienc~d 
level, and (2) orthograph1c and 11nguist1c backgrounds. 
In this study, script effects of the orthography of Chinese on Chinese 
ESL/EFL students are e~<ami ned by comparing the reading strategies 
employe1j by Chinese ESL/EFL students with those employed by alphabetic 
language readers--native speakers of Spanish and monoliterate Arnerican-
Ch1 nese students. 
The group of educated nat1ve spealrnrs or cr11nese 'Nas adopte1j as tt1e 
defined group for this study of script effects on their reading strategies. 
The ~~roup of Spanish-speaking ESL subjects ··Nas use1j as a comparison 
group so that reading strategies employed by ideographic language (Chinese) 
readers could be compared ·with those employed by alphabetic language 
(Spanish) readers. Generally speaking, Spanish orthography, like that of 
other alpt1abetic languages, is based on consistent pt1onetic principles 
(Katzner, 1975). If measured on the scale of the relationship betvveen 
letter and sound , Spanish orthography 1 s more at the end of 01 re ct single 
letter-to-sound correspondence than is English. This close correspondence 
is indicated by the number of vo··..vels and consonants in Spanish, in v·thich 
there are only f1ve vowels and t··..vent~d consonants (Burt, 1950). As 1n 
English, consonant-letter clusters are common in Spanish, though they never 
appear at the end position of a Spanish vvord. 
In addition to the purpose of comparison between reading strategies 
employed by ideographic 1 anguage readers and those by a 1 phabeti c 1 anguage 
readers, the group of non-literate or semi-literate Chinese subjects was 
use1j to test the pre11m1nary hypothes1s that the tnnuence or scrtpt errects 
on reading strategies is independent of the linguistic structure of a speech 
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or a language, or in other ·words, script effects are script effects, since 
script effects, as cogn1tive functions, are developed in processing the 
visual-spatial characteristics of ideographs such as Chinese characters. 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
The first step in this study was interviewing prospective subjects 
who volunteered for the study. 'w'hile being interviewed .. they v·lere asked to 
fill out a questionnaire for the study, and an informed consent form which 
was requ1re1:t by the school. It was found that the 1nterv1ev1 was necessary 
to screen out prospective subjects who would otherwise identify 
themselves as qualified for the study in the questionnaire, because of their 
misunderstanding of some terms, llke first language. first oral language or 
first written language. used in recruiting subjects and in the questionnaire. 
In addition, this interviev·ting provided a chance for the researcher to learn 
more aoout the suDJects, and Tor tne suDJects to learn tne purpose oT tne 
research and wr1at was expected from him/her in the study. This 
acquaintance also eased, to some degree, the subjects' anxiety in the 
process of reading and being taperecorded. 
The second step was admi ni steri ng the reading test to the subjects. 
The test was ad ministered to the subjects in the researcher's office in a 
span of a week, start1ng on the prev1ous Tuesday an1:t T1n1sh1ng on trie next 
Tuesday. The test ·was g1 ven at a t 1 me arranged by the researcher and the 
subjects at the subjects' convenience, except for the two Chinese subjects. 
These l'·..vo Chinese subjects were given the test consecutively in one 
afternoon .. because they knew each other weil and kne\At that they both were 
to take the test for thf s study. This measure \Alas taken to prevent them 
from talking with each other about the text and comprehension questions 
before both of them were given the test. During the administering of the 
test, these procedures ·were follov1ed: 
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( 1 ). Giving instructions to the subjects and ansv1eri ng the subject's 
Questions about the instructions; 
(2). Recordlng the suDJect's name, cneck1ng and adJust1ng tne volume 
of tt1e reconjer; 
(3). Subject reading the text, ··..vhich was simultaneously recorded; 
(4). Subject answer1ng the reading comprehension questions; 
(5). Giving the subject the definition of an unfamiliar word; 
(6). Subject underlining unfamiliar words in the reading text. 
RESEARCH MEASUREMENTS 
In this study_. the major measure is Goodman and Burke's Reading 
Miscue lnventonJ ( hence, RMI )( 1972). This measure was adopted for the 
following reasons: (1) reading is a universal process (Goodman, 1973; 
Clarke and S11Derste1n, 1977) Doth tn tne nrst language and the second 
language as supported Dy research evtdence; (2) RMI ls a measure developed 
within Goodman's theoretical frame; and ( 3) RMI is a qualitative and 
quantitative measure that provides graphic cues and phonological cues 
essential to this study and, moreover, relates these cues to the overall 
reading strategies and reading comprehension ( Goodman and Burke, 1972. ). 
RM I con st sts or a Readt ng Ml scue Inventory coot ng Sheet and a Reaal ng 
Miscue Inventory Reader Profile (see Appendix A ). The coding sheet has 
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nine categories concerning: ( 1) Dialect, (2) Intonation, (3) Graphic 
Simllarity, (4) Sound Similarity, (5) Grammatical Function, (6) Correction, 
(7) Grammatical Acceptability, (6) Semantic AcceptabilHy, and (9) Meaning 
Change. In addltlon, 1t has two categor1es, comprehenslon and Grammat1ca1 
Relationships, regarding the interrelationships between Categories 6,7,6 
and 9. RMI consists of two procedures for the subjects: reading a text and 
retelling of the reading text. In this study_. some modifications of the 
coding sheet and procedures were made in order to make RMI more suitable 
for the purpose of this study and for the subjects who were non-native 
speakers. 
First. miscues which belong to Categories ( 1) Dialect and (2) 
Intonation were not marked on the worksheet, nor coded on the coding sheet. 
Non-native speakers have general problems with trieir pronunciation and 
intonation. If miscues of dialect and intonation had been marked and coded, 
a considerable part of the bventy-five miscues coded would have fallen into 
categor1 es ( t) ana (2). Ml scues of d1 al ect and 1 ntonat ton, as a general 
problem for non-native speakers, can not reveal the real Hy of their reading 
process. 
Second. some criteria for the coding procedures were added to 
Categories (3) and (4), other··rtise procedures in RMI (Goodman and Bur~ce, 
1972, p. 42-48) "Nere followed closely, as stated below: 
1 ). the same as in RMI ( see Appendix A ) 
2). A partial word substitution was coded only for the first 
occurrence, if the i dent i ca 1 part i a 1 subst Hui on occurred across the reading 
text, and whether it was corrected or not: 
examp 1 e; text: phi 1 osophi ca 1 
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miscue: ( 1) philo-
Miscue ( 1) was coded only once, even if it occurred more than once. 
A partial word substitution \Alas coded everiJ time, if unidentical 
partial substitutions for the same word occurred across the reading text, 
whether they were corrected or not: 
example; text: philosophical 
miscue: ( 1) phn o- (2) phil osoph-
Mi scues ( 1) and (2) were coded every ti me. 
A partial word substitution was coded every time, if it tended to 
de vi ate from the expecteij response, \f'thether it was corrected or not: 
example: text: philosophical 
miscue: phys-
3). the same as 1 n RM I (see Append1 x A) 
4). the same as in RMI for (a), (b) and (d) (see Appendix A), but there 
was a modification for (c), that is, miscues falling into this category were 
coded every ti me. 
5). the same as in RMI (see Appendix A) 
6). (a), (b) and (d) the same as in RMI (see Appendix A), but 
modlflcat1ons ror (c) and (e): mlscues ra111ng lnto category (c) were coded; 
miscues in Category (e) were coded if part of a syllable or a syllable was 
repeated: 
example; text: philosophical 
miscue: philoso+sophical 
Thi rd. some criteria for coding miscues in Category (3). Graphic 
s1m11ar1ty, and category (4), Sound sim11ar1ty, were added and deflned for 
the purpose of this study, because there is no precise coding criteria in RMI 
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where the coding of miscues in Categories (3) and ( 4) is concerned. In RM I, 
readers· responses and the expected responses are judged and coded as 
having high, some, or non graphic or sound similarity, according to the 
compost t 1 on of the oeg1 nnl ng, ml ddl e and end of the responses ( Goodman and 
Burke, 1972, p_ 53). such coding units were too vague for thls study, since 
graphic similarity and sound similarity "h'ere of particular importance in 
this stwjy_ More precise units were needed in coding these two categories. 
It is of great interest whether it is possible to make the difference 
bet'·Neen graphic similarity and sound similarity in English. It is generally 
helrj that the mapping of phonemes into written forms, and of written forms 
into phonemes demands reference to higher level information , so far as the 
English orthography is concerned. This problem has been approached both 
theoretically by Chomsky, and empirically by Venezky. 
According to Chomsky ( 1965), and Chomsky and Halle ( 1966), English 
phonological rules ·-r1ork on an abstract level. Between the phonological 
rules and the surface structure of a sentence, there is a le:.:ical 
represent.at 1 on, wh1 ch 1 s more abstract than the phonetic representat 1 on. 
Native speakers and readers are intuitively aware of these abstract rules 
and the representation. This theory, of course, can account for both the 
irregularity of letter to sound correspondence in English, and a native 
speaker's sensitivity to stress and syllable or morheme boundaries. 
ProlJalJly this senstt1vity, developed 1n the speaker·s left hemlshpere, 1s 
expressed as native speakers· intuition, 
Venezky ( 1970) took a more practical and empirical approach to the 
problem, when the relationship between letter to sound or phonetic 
representation is concerned. Instead of letters, he mapped a graphic unit to 
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sound or phonetic representaton. This graphic untt can De functionally 
defined as a single letter or a letter cluster. In the word "cat", for example, 
single letters are directly mapped to the phonetic representation [kretl, 
while in the word "morpheme" .. the letters "p" and "h" are not mapped to the 
phonetic representaion as single letters but together as a graphic unit. This 
graphic unit is an intermediate level, at which morphophonemic information 
1s glven regar01ng tne lnternal structure of \fr'oros, tnat 1s, tne oounoanes or 
syllables or morpt1emes. A reader wt10 is not sensttive to this information, 
may read "morpheme" as [ ·mo:phim] rather than [ ·mo:fim], or "topheavy" as 
[ to'f ev'i] rather than [ top'hev'i]. In both situations, there is 1itt1 e sound 
similarity, but a great graphic similarity 1Jet·.,...1een the reader's responses 
and the target word's phonetic representation. 
In the Engll sh wr1t 1 ng system, s1 ngl e 1 etter-to-soun1j correspondence, 
like "cat" and [kret], is not very common, while letter clusters play an 
important part. The discrepancy between single letters and phonemes 
makes it possible to distinguish graphic similarity and phonological 
similarity both theoret i ca 11 y and practi ca 11 y. In this study, coding criteria 
for sound and graphic similarities have been developed to account for a 
reader's senslt 1 vay to the 1 et ter sequences, letter clusters, and ooundar1 es 
between morphemes or syllables. In these coding cr1ter1a, the measure unit 
for sound similarity is deflned as a syllable for multi-syllabic words, and 
defined as a phoneme for mono-syllabic words, based on the theoretical and 
empi ri ca 1 studies discussed. 
Sound similarity is di sti ngui shed as f o 1 ows: 
No s1m11ar1t1J: wnen more than naa or the syllables/phonemes , or 
half of the syllables including the stressed syllable are changed; 
example: hat -- [ncef], [heH] 
uphi 11 -- [' f il J 
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Some Similarity: when the stressed syllable or half of the syllables 
(not including the stressed)/phonemes are changed; 
example: something -- ['sAmtaimz] 
keen -- [kni :] 
High Similarity: Y·lhen two-thirds or more than two thirds (including 
the stressed ) syll ab 1 es/phonernes remain unchanged; 
example: sometime -- [' stmtaimz] 
Tr1e measuring unit for graphemes 1n this study is defined as a single 
letter. Graphic similarity is defined as follm·vs: 
No SimilaritrJ: v·then two-thirds or more of the letters are changed.: 
ex amp 1 e: hat -- [ncef] -- naf 
Some SimilaritiJ: when fev·ter than two-thirds of the letters are 
changed, or fewer than half of the changed letters are consonant letters, 
because consonant letters are more salient as graphic cues: 
example: letter -- (lef o] -- leffer 
temptation -- ['temprotJo] -- temperature 
High Similarity: when one-third or fewer than one-third of the 
1 et ters are changed: 
ex amp 1 e: hat -- [ncet] -- nat 
somet 1 me -- ['s1J11ta1 mzJ -- somet 1 mes 
Fourth. partial word miscues were not coded in Categories (5), (7), 
(8), and (9), but were coded in Categories (6), Comprehension and 
Grammatical Relationships. In Category (6), partial word miscues were 
coded as V, P, and N, as stated in the i nstrnct ion for this category ( Goodman 
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and Burt, p. 59, 1972). These part1al word m1scues, code1j as V, P, and N in 
Category (6), were co1jed in Comprehension and Grammatical Relationships, 
according to the instructf ons stated in RMI. 
A fifth modification of the test procedures was to replace tr1e oral 
retelling with a reading comprehension test. The rationale for this 
modification is that ESL students genera 11 y have dif f i cu1ty in appropriate 1 y 
expressing themselves orally. Their oral e::<pression is hindered especially 
under tt1e pressure of the environment that RMI procedures create. 
Part of the Rf11 reader profile, the graphs for sound/graphic 
relationships, grammatical relationships and comprehension, was adopted in 
presenting the data in Appendix B. 
In addtion to the modifications of RMI coding criteria and precedures, 
two other measures were adopted, together wHh a Questionnaire, in this 
study. one of them was the measure of subjects· responses to unfam11iar 
words. An unfamiliar vvord was defined as a word of which subjects were 
not confident of the meaning. This \Atas designed to examine the differences 
in subjects· graphic and phonological responses to familiar words and to 
unf arnil i ar words. Based on the research 1 iterature, ideographic 1 anguage 
readers and alphabetic language readers take dHf erent cogn1ttve approaches 
to v-tritten "NOrds. Ideographic ·vvords represent primarily form and meaning 
while a 1 phabet i c words represent sound, form and meaning a 11 together; 
therefore, ideographic 1 anguage readers are e~<pected to have difficulty with 
the phonological structure of unfamiliar words, whereas alphabetic 
language readers are not. 'w'hen ideographic language rea1jers read 
unram11iar words, their reading behavlor ls supposed to reveal thelr 
cognitve process more clearly, because more efforts are needed in this 
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processing. In tMs procedure, the subjects were required to mark 
unfamniar words in the reading text after they had read the text and 
answered the reading comprehension questions. These marke1j unfamiliar 
words were 11steo ror eacn suOJect, ano compared wan tne mlscues tney naa 
made. The miscues nere were deflneo as any mlscues markecJ for the coding 
sheet, plus long pauses made before an unfamiliar word marked on the 
working sheet. 
The otr1er measure "rtas the reading comprehension test. The test 
consisted of seven multiple-choice quest1ons (see Appendix E). There "Nere 
three types of questions: questions aoout the general tone/mean1ng or the 
text, questions about the meaning of a paragrapr1 and questions about a 
specific statement or specific information. 
The questionnaire (see Appendix c ), asked for information of birth 
place and date, first and second language and handedness. It was given to 
a11 prospective subjects to obtain the essential information for this study. 
The popul at 1 on of prospect 1 ve suo J ects g1 ven th1 s quest 1 onna1 re was greater 
than trie population of subjects actually useo in the study, so that qualified 
subjects were selected. 
MATERIALS 
Three readlng texts or Oliferent levels of reaaaonay "Nere selected 
for this study as required by RMI precedures. These three texts were 
measured by Fry·s Readability Graph ( Pescosolido and Gervase, 1971) as 
high-level, medium-level and lower-level, namely, equivalent to texts well 
above college level, coliege level and eleventh grade level. All three reading 
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texts were pretested ln a pllot study, but only the med1um level text and the 
low level text were actually adopted in this study, because the high level 
text was too difficult for students whose English proficiency level and 
background were comparable to the subjects. 
Fry's Readability Graph (see Appendi:>{ D) was adopted as a measure of 
text readability, because it was the readab11ity measure that was available 
and tt1at measures the readability of a text of d1fferent levels and yields 
equivalents for reading texts from lower level to college level. 
The medium-level text of about 1130 v·tords adopted in the study was 
selected from the introduction ln Benjamin Franklln's AUTOBIOGRAPHY (Nye, 
Ed., 19513) (see Appendix E ). A random sampling of 95 consecutive ··..vords In 
the text was measured for its readability with Fry·s graph: 
( 1) s 1 (number of syllables 1n sample) 159 
(2) 52 (number of sentences Jn sample) 4 
(3) W (number of words in sample) 95 
(4) X 1 (syllables per 100 words) = C (S 1) 
w 
= 100 (159) = 167.3 
95 
(5) X2 (sentence per 100 words) = c (52) 
Y./ 
= 10Qj4) =4.2 
95 
Xl, 167.3, and X2, 4.2, equals a readibility equivqlent to a college text (see 
Appendix D). 
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The low-level text of aoout 1200 words was selected from AN 
INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (Condon et al, 1975) 
( see Appendix E ). A random sampling of 106 words was measured for its 
readaDility with the same graph: 
(1) 51 (number of syllables in sample) 
(2) 52 (number of sentences in sample) 
(3) V·/ (number of words in sample) 
(4) ~< 1 (syllables per 1 oo words) 




= C (SO 
w 
= 1 00 ( 173) = 16 1 
108 
= c (52} 
w 
= 100 (6) = 5.5 
108 
X 1, 161, and X2, 5.5, equa 1 s a readaDil ay of e 1 eventh grade text. 
RELIABILITY AND VALID ITV 
The reliability and validity of measurements used in research is 
always of central concern. In thts study, the questtonnatre gtven to 
prospecttve suDjects guaranteed 1nterna1 va11Cl1ty Dy Dr1ng1ng two var1aDles, 
subjects' orthographf c and 1i ngui st i c backgrounds, and educ a ti on in their 
natfve langauges and comparaDle English proficiency, under control. 
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To explore the appropriate procedures, a p11ot miscue analysis was 
given to three subjects of comparable backgrounds. Procedures, coding 
criteria and materia1s prepared for this study were tried in the pilot study. 
In addition to re11ab11ity in general, this step particularly ensured that the 
reading texts were appropriate for the subJects, because an easy text could 
not produce enough miscues, while a difficult text would arouse too much 
rrustratlon ln tne subjects. The reaCllng te~<t tnat was round most sultable 
in the pilot study was appropriate for eigM out of the nine subjects in the 
study. It a 1 so ma1je it easier for the researcher to sense at once that the 
text being read was difficult for one of the subjects, and to immediate1y 
change it for an easier one. 
Two procedures \¥ere of particular concern in this study as far as 
reltabtllty was concerned. one was the cod1ng or mlscues. Followlng the 
procedures and coding criteria set in RMI or for this study, another coder 
and the researcher worked separate 1 y on the coding of miscues, especi a 1l y 
the graphic and phonological miscues, and achieved an inter-rater 
reliability of rho O. 95 as measured by Spearman's rank-difference formula. 
The miscues marked on the worksheet were also checke1j by another marker 
wan or1g1na1 transcr1pts. An 1nter-rater re11ao11ay or rho 0.97, as 
measured by Spearman·s rank-d1Herence formula, was achieved. 
The other concern \ttas the validity and reliability of the 
comprehension test. After the multiple choice items 1vere constructed for 
the reading texts_. they were given to three native speakers of English and 
two Chinese EFL teachers to check (1) if the Questions were appropriate 
accord1ng to the texts, and (2) 1f the mult1ple cho1ces were appropr1ate. 
Inappropriate questions and test items were rewritten, follo\rring their 
suggestions. To make sure that the ansv·ters match the detractors in the 
tests, a pretest 1Nas administered, \.Yithout the reading text, to three 
regular non-native speaker students and three native speaker students. 
Answers that were guessed more than three ti mes by students in the 
pretests were eliminated from the tests. 
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In this chapter, three groups of subjects, Ct1i nese students, Spanish-
speaki ng students and monoliterate American-Chinese students, were 
described, with the Chinese students as the defined group, and the Spanish-
speaking students and mono11terate Amertcan-Chtnese students as the 
comparison groups. This study 1s considered a causal-comparative research, 
because the independent variable, script effects, is an attribute variable 
that existed before tr1e research began and that could not be directly 
manipulated. In this study, procedures for RMI were followed, except where 
changes 1Nere made. A major modification of the main measurement was the 
coding criteria for category (3), graphic s1m11artty, and category (4), sound 
similarity. The nev1 coding criteria ·were based on Chomsky's( 1965 ), and 
Chomsky and Hall e's ( 1968) theoretical studies, and Venezky's practical and 
empirical study ( 1970 ). Two other measures used were a questionnaire an1j 
measurement of subjects' responses to unfam11iar 1Nords. To ensure the 
reliability of this study, a pilot study of three comparable subjects was 
earned out to explore crlterla, procedures and mater1a1s. Regaratng the 
marklng and codlng or mlscues, an lnter-rater re11aot11ty or aoove rho 0.9 
was achieved. 
CHAPTER IV. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Descriptive statistics and graphs were adopted to analyze and 
present findings in this study. The rationale for using only descriptive 
c:-tat1"ct1"cc- 1·n j:,nj:,lll?ing fnQ rfj:,f:"I \Al:l"IC' f-.j:,C'Qn nn tho thonroti ..... :1"11 :l"IC'C'llmntinnc- nf v._ • .. -..1 1.. w i..11 U•!:f'-••• ._.,...,. ....,...,._ .... 11 ,.,,,._. LJY·J•.-•..1 v11 ._,,..., ._,,._,.vi • ..,.._,...,.._., u._.,,_,._.. ••• ..,.._,._,,,._. •Jt 
the statistic tools. Descriptive statistics deals with the relationships 
within a sample only. In this study, because the sample was small, and 
subjects were not randomly sampled, it would be difficult to make strong 
inferences on the population by using inferential statistics. All the data 
obtaine1j from RMI and other measures were first displayed to provide an 
overall picture, and then related data were presented and computed 
pertinent to each of the three hypotheses in this study. The data relevant to 
each hypothesis were usually compared for between-group and within-group 
relationships. The former indicates tendency, variability and relationships 
among the three orthographic and linguistic groups, while the latter 
describes those within each orthographic and linguistic group. 
A DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL FINDINGS 
In the texts of 1130-1200 words, the average miscues made by a 
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Chinese reader are 59.7, by a Spanish reader 34, and by a mono-literate 
American-Chinese 30.3. Data obtained from RMI for the three groups were 
computed as percentages, and presented in TABLE V as group means: 
TABLE V 
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Note: V =high, P =partial, N =no, NL= no loss, PL= partial loss, L = 
loss, S =strength, PS =partial strength, W =weakness, O =overcorrection, 
CHN = Chinese, SP = Spanish speaker, AMCHN = monolHerate American-
Chinese. (These abbreviations were used for all the tables and fiaures in ..., 
this chapter.) 
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Data obtained from other measures v·tere computed as percentages, ... 
and presented as group means 1n TaOle VI, except data of read1ng t1me wh1ch 
were in minutes and seconds. 
TABLE VI 
GROUP MEANS OF VARIABLES MEASURED 'w'ITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS 
Reading Compre- Reading Miscues per Miscues per 1 00 
hension Score Time 100 \,A/ords Unfamiliar Words 
CHN 61.9 14' 22" 5.1 44.9 
SP 42.8 8' 56" 3 31.2 
AMCHN 76.2 T 4" 2.7 15.8 
Note: ·=minute, .. =seconds .. definition of unfamiliar ·11ords on page 52. 
The re 1 atl onshi ps bet \Neen the comprehension category in RM I an1j 
reading comprehension scores are not positive 1 y corre 1 ated. The former 
indicated a grammatical relationship, while the latter is what the reader 
learned from the text. The relationships behveen categories are 
statistically significant in two clusters: the first three categories and the 
last two categories. The first three categories are significantly correlated, 
because form, sound and ftmction are closely related to each other in English. 
For example, the form and sound are simi1or when "philosophical" is read as 
"philosophy". They are coded as high graphic and sound similarity, but their 
grammatical functions are different, since one of them is a noun while the 
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other is an adjective. It is clear that there is a certain relationship among 
the three categories, as indicated by the above examples. How·ever, 1f the 
miscue "philosophy" is corrected, the grammatical function of "phiiosophicai" 
ts coded, 1nstead of "phllosophy", tn comprehension and grammattcal 
re1ationshtps categor1es. The consideration of corrections in coding the last 
two categories canceled their relationships with the first three categories 
whenever a correction is made. and reduces the aeneral relationshio betv1een . - . 
the first three and the last two categories. In analysis of the data relevant 
to each hypothesis, the correlation was mainly considered in the first 
cluster. 
FINDINGS RELEVANT TO EACH HVPOITHESIS 
Findings relevant to htJpothesis ( 1 ): Hypothesis ( 1) stated that 
ideographic 1 anguage (Chinese) readers may rely more on graphic cues than 
alphabet1c language (Spantsh and Eng11sh) readers tn readtng Eng11sh as a 
second/foreign language, if they read Engl1sh in the way they read Chinese; 
graphic cues are defined as graphic similarity measured by RMI as miscues in 
this study. 
A comparison of the mean percentage of both high and partial graphic 
miscues produced by each of the three groups did not show a significant 
difference among the three groups, as shown in TABLE v 11, and 11 Justrated in 
Figure 1 on page 62. This result might indicate that ( 1) Ct1inese subjects did 
not relu more on araohic cues than the Spanish and Enolish readers. or (2) it ..., .._,. . . - . 
is difficult to measure sionfficantlu quantitative difference in emoloument - ,.. . . -
of graphic cues in an alphabetic language, such as English. 
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TABLE VII 
CENTRAL TENDENCV &. VARIABILITY OF MEAN HIGH GRAPHIC SIMILARITY 
Mean Range Standard Deviation 
(V) Graphic Similarity 47.8 7.04 2.79 
(P) Graphic Similarity 24.05 2.7 1.4 
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Figure 1. A comparison of mean graphic similarity of three groups 
However, the slight quantitative difference may well suggest some 
qualitative difference in consideration of the relationships among the 
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graphic si mn arity and other categories of miscues and re 1 ati onshi ps 
measured oy RMI. For instance, the correlation of high graphic simi1arity 
and grammatical function shows the relationship between form and function, 
s1nce tne grapn1c s1m11ar1ty category measures whether a mtscue dev1ates 
from that of the target "Nord, and the category of grammatical function 
measures whether the grammatical function of a miscue deviates from 
that of the target word in the text. A negative correlation shows a tendency 
that the more grapt1ic cues a subject relied on, tr1e more the grammatical 
function of miscues deviated from the target word. For example, a Chinese 
subject identified .. pruijent ",an adjective, as .. product", a noun. A Spanish 
subject identified .. despite", a preposition, as .. despise", a verb. In sucr1 a 
situation , the subjects apparent 1 y depended too much on the graphic cues, 
and failed to fully employ the context. 
A study of within-group correlations (TABLE VIII) indicated that the 
correlation of graphic similarity "Nith grammatical function was -0.999 in 
TABLE VIII 
~VITHIN-GROUP CORRELATION OF HIGH GRAPHIC 
SIMILARITV WITH OTHER CATEGORIES 
Sound Simi- Grammatical Comprehension Grammatical 
larity (V) Function (V) (No Loss) Relationships(S) 
CHN 0.965 -0.999 0.886 0.719 
---------------------------------------------------------- (V) Graphic 
SP -0.62 -0.01 0.946 0.456 
---------------------------------------------------------- Similarity 
AMCHN 0.836 0.959 0.15 -0.529 
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the Chinese group. Tt11s was a s1gn of a strong tren1j for the Chinese readers· 
relf ance on graphic cues and failure to use the context. In other words, a 
Chlnese reader ·+tho made more miscues of high graphic similarity also 
made more miscues that deviated from the target ¥tords' grammatical 
functions. The Chinese readers, under constant pressure of vocalizing words 
in the text, were rushed to read word by word, rather than exploit the 
context to predict the following words and how these "NOrds f1t tnto the 
sentence structures. However, this tendency was weak in the Spanish 
readers· miscues, which meant that the Spanish readers used more context 
than the Chinese. The American-Chinese readers· reading behavior provided 
a different picture: their m1scues were usually funct1ona11y sim11ar. This 
si mi 1 ari ty indicated that the more miscues they made the more contextua 1 
predictions they made. 
When the re1at1onshtps between tt1e use of grapr1tc cues and variables 
measured by non-RMI measurements were considered, the graphic similarity 
and reading time relation was interesting, as illustrated in Figure 2 on the 
next page. The more a group was reliant on graphic cues the more reading 
time that group needed in reading. An explanation of this phenomenon 
suggested here is that the phono1ogica1 representaions of "NOrds may be 
activate1j automatically 'fliU1 minimum graphic cues when one reads 
actively, making predictions of the incoming words and structures based on 
the context. However, when one reads passively, word by word, he/she may 
need to extract more adequate graphic information from a word in the text 
before t1e/she can vocalize a. There may exist a certain time lag before the 
phonological representaion is activated when graphic informatton ts used to 
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entry associated with a phonological representation (Glushko, 1981). In 
reading aloud, the retrieval of the phonological representation becomes the 
most important and apparent process. The lag between the visual coding of 
graphic information and retrieval of the phonological may depend on the 
association of the graphic and phonological representations in the lexicon. 
Normally, the articulation is four words behind the eye fixation of a word 
(Henderson, 1982). Barron ( 1981) found that less ski 11 ed natl ve readers of 
Engllsh could not activate phonological representations as rapidly as skilled 
native readers. 
Readers of English as a second/foreign language may have a much 
looser association betvreen the graphic and phonological representatlon in 
the lexicon than native readers. This loose association may increase the 
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t1me lag and result 1n slow spee1:l 1n voca11z1ng a word 1n read1ng aloud. 
In ;::1dd1tion, v1sual information of graphic cues obtained from tt1e text 
has a very short 1 if e t1 me in iconic storage or as the spat i a 1 patterns in a 
brief display in the short term memory (Levy, 1981, and Mitchell, 1982.). If 
retrieval of the phonological representation from the lexicon takes longer 
than the existence of the visual information in short term memory, longer or 
repeated fixations of words ma!J be needed to provide adequate visual 
information and to keep it fresh. 
The looser graphic and phonological association and the short life time of 
visual information in iconic storage may contr1oute to the h1gh correlatton 
between graphic sim11ar1ty and reading time for readers of Eng11sr1 as a 
second/foreign language (see Figure 2 on page 65). Moreover, ··Nhere 
cntnese readers are concerned, the htgh aostractness or tne pnono1og1ca1 
representation and lack of it on the surface structure of ideograms in 
Chinese language must be taken into consideration. This phenomenon may 
result in a highly loose graphic and phonological representaion, even in 
Chinese language. For example, the PEOPLE'S DAILV reported that a Chinese 
TV announcer mispronounced a word three times successively in a month, 
though tlle m1spronunc1at1on does not mean that he did not understand ttie 
word. This particular word, like many others in Chinese, has bvo 
phonological representations: /xing/ and /hang/, each of ·-r1hich is 
associated \¥1th different semantic and syntactic representations. When the 
Chinese readers mainly resorted to graphic cues in reading, this highly loose 
graphic and phono 1 ogi ca 1 association might have caused especi a 11 y difficult 
problems for tllem. As a result, 1t took longer ror them to reaa aloud the 
text than readers of English as a second language from alphabetic 
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orthographic and 11 ngui s tl c backgrounds. 
The relationship between high graphic simi1arity and number of 
· miscues· (Figure 3) might be the product of the conflict between 
arttcu1attng words at a htgh speeel tn reaeltng aloud and the ttme 1ag tn 
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Figure 3. A comparison of graphic similarity and number of miscues 
Note: Graphic similarity= CJ , Number of miscues=~ . 
bottom-up process. For example, the Chinese readers read at a speed of 
about 80 words per minute, while the Spanish readers read at a speed of 133 
words and the English readers at a speed of 153 words per minute. Reading 
aloud fluently places a constant demand on the reader. He/she has to 
extract visual information from the text, and retrieve phonological, 
syntactic and semantic representations from the lexicon, before he/she 
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synthesizes an of them to make sense out of tr1e text Of course, the most 
demanding task is to vocaltze tt1e te~<t \·Yithout unreasonable stopping. Under 
this pressure, a reader may vocalize a word without predictions and without 
adequate araohic information. or voca11ze a word he/she oredicts in the . ...., . . ~ 
context with minimum graphic information. There are two factors that 
might have caused the Chinese readers to produce more miscues than the 
Spanish and English readers: their reliance on grapt·11c cues without enough 
context predictions, and the prolonged time lag in retrieving the 
phono 1 ogi ca 1 representations. 
A within-group corre1at1on (TABLE D<) provides detailed information 
about the re 1 at i onshi ps bel'...veen high graphic si mn arity and other van ables. 
It is striking that within the Chinese group only the correlation of high 
graph1c s1m11ar1ty wlth t1me spent tn reae11ng haCI a posn1ve value, whne the 
rest had a negative value. This seems to indicate that among the Chinese 
readers more reliance on graphic cues could reduce the number of miscues, 
TABLE IX 
WITHIN-GROUP CORRELATIONS OF HIGH GRAPHIC Slt11LARITV 
'w'ITH VARIABLES MEASURED 'w'ITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS 
Reading Com- Time Spent Miscues per Miscues per 100 
prehension in Reading 100 words Unfamfliar words 
CHN -0.649 0.38 -0.3 -0.998 
----------------------------------------------------------(Y) Graphic 
SP 0.326 0.748 0.725 0.364 
-----------------------------------------------------------Similarity 
AMCHN 0.946 0.49 0.998 0.00 
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whereas among the alphabetic readers more reliance on graphic cues 
increased the number or miscues. ·~vhen the positive correlation or high 
graphic similarity and time spent in reading "Nas considered, it is clear that 
the Chinese readers extracted more adequate and detailed graphic 
information for accurate pronunciation at the cost or reading speed. Though 
longer or repeated t"ixations might reduce the number ot" miscues, they 
perhaps hindered the comprehension process at the schematic 1eve1, because 
the rea1jing comprehension scores were lovvered as the graphic similarity 
increased. In the bottom-up process, the capacity ot" short term memory 
becomes a bottle-neck, "Nhich becomes narrower as the rea1j1ng speed 1s 
slo"Ned dov-m. Moreover, the amount of attention rocused on the perceptual 
1eve1 might have great 1 y reduced the Chinese readers· attention on the 
schematic level in reading. As a result .. the incoming inrormation from the 
target words in the text was not meaningful 1 y structured in the bot tom-up 
process, before this information was lost in short term memory and before 
the reader was rushed to continue reading. 
As for the a 1 phabet i c 1 anguage readers, research evi de nee showed 
that less skilled native readers of English were more reliant on visual 
strategies than skilled native readers (Barron, 1951 ). Evidence from this 
study also indicated that the Spanish and English readers· excessive 
employment of graphic information "Nas accompanied by an increased 
number of miscues. This ''f'tas 1n agreement '·N1th prevtous studtes. such 
evidence was supported theoretically oy speciallzation of hemispheric 
functions in processing visual and verbal stimuli. 
In the medium-level text .. there were three sentence structures that 
could not usually be predicted from the previous context. 
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soec1a1 structures: 
( 1) The most serious 1jef1 ci ency ot the A UT OB I OGRAPHV is the image 
ot Frank11n as .. Poor Richard .. thot it is iikely to project. 
(2) ... and so is .. .Tl;e.re. s more old drunkards than o 1 d doctors," ... 
(3) There is no doubt but that hod l;e. so 1jesi red .... 
It a subject was more dependent on graphic cues. he \Nas less likely 
to produce miscues in these structures than subjects who read actively and 
made more predicUons based on the previous context. The readers' 
responses to these target structures indicated in some wa!J the e:i<tent to 
which the readers employed graphic cues and context in their rea1jing. A 
compar1 son of these miscue responses ( TABLE X ) supported previous 
discussions that the Chinese readers tended to read word by word with 
rewer pred1ct1ons based on the context or the text, compared with Spanish 
and Engl 1 sh readers. 
TABLE X 
MISCUES PRODUCED FOR THE SPECIAL STRUCTURES 
STR ( 1) STR (2) STR(3) Total No. of Mis. Group Mean Percentage 
CHN 0 0 0.5 16.7% 
SP 2 3 3 8 2.7 88.9% 
AMCHN 2 4 1.33 44.5~ 
Note: Only two Chinese subjects read this text. 
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Though an examination of graphic similarity did not reveal a 
significant quant Hat i ve difference in employment of graphic cues among the 
three groups, evidence from comparisons of the relationships between high 
graphic similarity "Nith other categories of RMI and with variables 
measured with other measurements shov·t'ed some qualltative difference in 
using graphic cues in reading a 1 oud. The Chinese readers were more re 1 i ant 
on graphic cues, reading word by \Atord with fewer predictions based on 
context. This was also supported by their responses to some special 
structures in the text. In reading English as a second/foreign language, 
their reliance on graphic information reduce1j the number of words read per 
minute, increased the number of miscues produced, and hindered reading 
comprehension when compared with the Spanish and English readers. Even 
within the Chinese group, reliance on graphic cues reduced the number of 
miscues at tt1e cost of reading speed and compret1ension. 
Nevertheless, the insignificant quantitative difference may result 
indeed from the difficulty in measuring quantitatively the graphic and 
phonological difference of miscues in an alphabetic language like Engiish. 
For example, it w·as easy to measure the graphic and phonological difference 
when "apostle" was read as /dpoustl/ instead of /dpousl/, but difficult to 
decide the graphic and phonological difference when "keen" "Nas read as 
/kni:/ instead of /ki:n/, though the latter "Nord might provide a strong 
graphic motivation for /kni:/ rather than a phonological motivation. 
The quality of graphic miscues is also a key in measuring the 
quantitative difference bet··Neen graphic and phonoiogicai cues. individuai 
readers may employ graphic and phonological cues in different ways, 
depending on their style of cognitive functions. In this study, evidence 
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showed that a Chtnese reader, ZQ, who was an artist, was heavily reltant on 
graphic cues, but his graphic similarity did not rank at the top of his group 
as measured by Ri'11 with modified criteria v1hich \.Yere supposed to be more 
senstive than the original criteria. The following are several examples of 
hts miscues in Halle: 
a. . .. most or many important matters ond judged ( target: are ). 
D .... lt ls need to tie . .. (target: this need not De ). 
c. Comparison 'ftith a Gramtne.r home ... (target: German ). 
In these examples, there are stronger graphic motivations than phonoiogicai, 
syntactic and semantic motivations for those miscues made. As an artist, 
ZQ might have a \"ten developed cognitive mechanism for visual images. 
However, the coordination of the mechanism ·+rith cognitive functions for 
verbal stimuli was so poor that the graphic cues exploited in reading were 
too abstract to provide adequate graphic information to activate appropriate 
phonological representations. His reliance on graphic cues also 
overshadowed possible use of context. 
It was very difficult to measure these miscues quantitatively. If 
they \·Vere extended to include these miscues, the criteria might code all 
miscues as graphically similar, and otherwise they were not sensitive 
enough to code these miscues as high graphic similarity. In short, the 
characteristics of an alphabetic language, such as English, may not 
facilitate a quantitative measurement of graphic and phonological 
differences in miscues. 
Findings relevant to hyoothesis (2): Hypothesis (2) stated that 
tdeographtc language (Chinese) readers may rely less on phonological cues 
than alphabetic language (Spanish and English) readers in reading Eng ii sh as 
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a second/foreign language, ff they read English the way they read Chinese; 
phonological cues are defined as sound similarity measured by RMI as 
miscues, and defined as mf scues of high sound similarity measured by other 
measurements adopted 1n tn1s stuely. 
Contrary to the hypothesf s. a comparat1ve study of sound simllarity 
of the mf scues coded fn RMI (Ff gure 4) showed that Chinese ESL/EFL 
-
students produced slightly more miscues of high sound similarity than both 
the Spanish readers and mono-literate American Chinese. slightly more 
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Figure 4. A comparison of mean sound similarity among the 
three groups 
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less tt1an the Spantsh readers. V·lhen the mean of high an1j partial sound 
similarity is considered, the difference does not seem quantitatively 
significant, because the Chinese subjects produced only 0.5 percent more 
such miscues than did the Mono-literate American-Chinese. A comparison 
of the group mean of high and partial sound similarity miscues indicated 
that Chinese subjects made 3.74 percent more miscues than the mono-
literate American-Chinese, but 1.19 percent f e··Ner than the Spanish readers. 
The difference in range and standard deviation is shown in TABLE XI. These 
results suggested that the Chinese readers were a 1 so re 1 i ant on phono i ogi ca i 
cues, in addition to graphic cues, in reading English as a second/foreign 
language. First comes the concern \·vhether it is possible to measure the 
difference behveen graphic and phonological differences, though it might be 
very dHficu1t as dlscussed in the previous sectton. In Chapter 111, the 
possibflity of measuring the difference was discussed from the perspective 
of 1 etter-to-sound correspondence with both theoreti ca 1 and em pi ri ca 1 
TABLE XI 
CENTRAL TENDENCY & VARIABILIT'v' OF GROUP-MEAN OF SOUND SIMILARITV 
Mean Range Standard Deviation 
(V) Sound Si mil ari ty 23.26 16. 1 7.4 
(P) Sound Similority 33.43 21.47 10.75 
Meen of (V) end (P) 28.34 4.93 2.09 
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assumptions (Chomsky, 1965; Chomsky and Halle, 1968; Venezky, 1970). In 
this chapter the focus ··Nill be on the perspective of "Nord recognition. 
If the Chinese reader took a hoiistic approach, a word would be 
identified IJy its graphic features. Of course, graphic features of English 
words are not as salient as those of Chinese ideograms in the "Nhole-word 
approach. For instance, the envelope features of the word "salient" may be 
identified as ~- Such grapr1ic information without outstanding 
features of the vowel letters may be inadequate to specify the appropriate 
phonological representations, because words like "silent" and "select" also 
have similar envelope features: @1)'e6U and @'eft). This might provide an 
explanation to a general finding that there is high error rate on vo·weis in 
reading while they are seldom misheard in Hstening (Shankweiler and 
Liberman, 1972). Graphic cues without adequate information of vov·tel 
letters did specify phonological representations deviant from those of the 
target words' in this study. A Chinese reader, RZ, read "conduct" as 
"contact", which shared simllar envelope cues:~ and~. 
Another Chinese reader, SW, identified "signing" as .. singing", which a 1 so 
have similar envelope cues: ®g11irrn) an1j ~· There ·were cases where 
Spanish and English readers took this holistic approach too. For example, 
PT, a Spanish reader, read .. falling .. as "falling ... cc, an Engl1sh rea1jer, 
read .. hardworking .. as " hardwalking ... These miscues all have similar 
envelope cues, but miss part or most of the phonological representations. It 
1s clear that these miscues have high graohic similarity, but not necessarily 
phonoloaical similaritu. The codina criteria adooted were based on - - - . 
syllables for multisyllabic words and on phonemes for monosyllabic words. 
They were sensitive enough to code the above miscues phono 1 ogi ca 11 y as 
partial simnarity or non-similarity, though they strnre1j higt1 graphic 
si mil ari ty. 
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An explanation for Chinese readers· comparatlvely greater reiiance on 
phonological cues suggested here is that the array of English "NOrds may 
trigger and fac111tate reading "Nith phonological cues. \·vhne tt1e 
configurations of Chinese ideograms may not. The main difference between 
Chinese ideograms an1j English "Nords lies in the plane square pattern of Urn 
former and the llnear sequenUal pattern of the latter, as far as visual 
configuration is concerned. The graphic, semantic, syntactic and possi bi e 
phonological information of a Chinese ideogram are spread in a plane square 
from top to bottom, from the left to the right, from the inner to the outter 
or vice versa. This spatial configuration may require or facilitate a holistic 
approach, because linear-order analysis of the features of a Chinese 
ideogram is difficult. On the other hand, the array of an English \"'lord is 
linear, formed by letters, letter clusters, and syllables arranged from the 
left to the right without e::<ceptions. This linear order of letters, letter 
clusters and syllables may facllitate a linear-order processing. A general 
claim of recent models of reading in English or alphabetic languages is that 
the word recognition pat terns 1 n the vi sua 1 input may depend on a 
hi erarchi ca 1 organization of subprocesses ( Jackson and McCl e li and, i 98 i ). 
These subprocesses are linear in nature. in a iinear analysis of letter array, 
a fragment and a fragment of letters serve as the input to a recognition of 
patterns at a higher level: the letter clusters or syllables; in turn this level 
provides information to the recognition of patterns at the next level: the 
word 1eve1. Thts can De 111ustrated tn Ftgure 5 on the next page. 
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A COMPARISON OF PARTIAL WORD MISCUES 
Group Total No. of PV·/M No. of Nonsyllabic/cluster PV./M Percentage 
CHN 27 3 11 % 
SP 20 3 15% 
AMCHN 19 5.3% 
Note: Letter clusters/syllatiles w·ere identified according to Longman 
Dictionary of Contemporary English ( 1978). P\r/M = parti a 1 ·1·10rd miscues 
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In short, theoretically and empirically, measures adopted in this 
study did measure the graphic and phono l ogl cal dlff erences In rr-il scues. rr·1e 
Chinese readers· re 1 i ance on phono 1 ogi ca 1 cues may be triggered and 
facilitated by the linear order of graphic and pt·1onological inf orrnation in U-1e 
structure of English ··,'\1ords. 
The within-group correlation (TABLE X 111, on next page) showed that 
the Chinese and Spanish readers shared a pattern: hlgh negatlve 
carrel ati ons bet ween sound and gramrnat i ca 1 functions, while the American-
Chi nese readers had a strong positive correlation. The American-Chinese 
readers probably better exploited the context with U-1eir native or near 
native knowledge of the 1angauge so that the miscues made were more 
gn1mmatica11y appropriate than those made by the Chinese and Spanish 
readers. 
TABLE XII I 
WITHIN-GROUP CORRELATION OF MEAN OF HIGH AND PARTIAL 
SOUND SIMILARITY WITH OTHER CATEGORIES IN RMI 
(V) Graphic Similarity {V) Grammaticai Function 
CHN 0.78 -0.71 
/i~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------(M) Sound 
SP 0.45 -0.90 
-----------------------------------------------------------SirnilaMty 
AMCHN 0. 79 0.53 
The correlation between mean sound similarity with the mean 
measured by non-Rr·11 measurements (TABLE XIV ) showed a general pattern: 
more miscues of sound similarity went with lower reading comprehension 
scores but with longer reading time and more miscues. Even high sound 
si mil ari ty miscues increased with reading ti me and the number of miscues, 
although it was positively correlated. The relationship of partial sound 
similarity miscues with reading time and the number of miscues was not 
clear. An explanation suggested here is that partial word miscues were not 
onl!d associated with the phonological representation of a word, but also 
associated with the eye movement and use of syntactic rules in reading. For 
example, when a partial word miscue "join" was made out of "joining" or 
-mora- Umon:en out or -mora11sts-, tney were coded as part1a1 sound 
similarity according to the criteria in this study. in the iexicon of a poor 
reader, the first miscue is a complete entry ·vvith phonological and graphic 
representations, but --ing", ·-ed", etc. are grammatical morphemes as 
---------, 
Sound S (M) 
(V) Sound S 
(P) Sound S 
TABLE XIV 
CORRELATIONS OF SOUND SIMILAR ITV WITH VARIABLES 
MEASURED v·llTH OTHER MEASUREMENTS 
30 
Reading Corn- Time Spent Miscues Per Miscues Per 100 
prehension in Reading 1 oo Words Unfam11iar Words 
-0.94 0.43 0.32 0.75 
0.896 0.37 0.40 0.036 
-0.97 -0.09 -0.15 0.30 
Note: (i1) = mean of (V) and {P) 
separate entries. The phonological representatlon of a complete entn.J like 
·join" is activated sooner and articulated, and that of grammatical 
morphemes is activated later. In this situation, there is either a pause 
behveen "join" and "-ing", and "mora" and "-list" or "-1ity~, or the first part 
is repeated with the second part. This kind of partial word miscues may not 
reflect a generally loose graphic and pr1onological association in the le~<icon; 
therefore, these partial word miscues do not increase or decrease with 
other kinds of miscues or the reading ti me. 
The within-group correlation (TABLE X\i) might provide an insight into 
the Chinese readers· strategies and problems in reading English as a second/ 
foreign language. There vvas a strong tendency among the Chinese readers to 
make fewer miscues if they relied more on phonological cues. However, 
tr1ey read more slowly if they did so. Whether they have a mastery of the 
letter-to-sound knowledge and fully use it is important ; because without 
this know i edge it wou id be di ff i cu it for them to read Eng ii sh. 
TABLE XV 
WITHIN-GROUP CORRELATION OF MEAN OF (V) &. (P) SOUND SIMILARIT'v' 
'w' ITH VAR I ABLES BV OTHER MEASUREMENT~; 
Reading Com- Ti me Spent Miscues Per Miscues Per 100 
prehensi on in Reading 1 oo \·v'onjs Unf arni 11 ar 'words 
CHN 0.16 0.46 -0.92 -0.68 
-----------------------------------------------------------Sound 
SP -0.70 0.93 0.96 0.22 
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-----------------------------------------------------------Similarity 
AMCHN -0.54 -0.29 0. 97 0 
in the medium level reading text, there are seven words that require 
higher level knowledge of phonology and orthography to decide the letter-
to-sound pattern, or to segment morphological and phonological boundaries. 
Subjects· responses to these words might demonstrate their sensitivity to 
these boundaries, and their analytical abflity to handle them. 
It is c 1 ear that the Chinese readers· performance \flith these words 
was much poorer than that of the Spanish and Eng ii sh readers. This y.,·as 
expected, following evidence from clinical and experimental research 
discussed in Chapters 11 and 111. The Chinese readers may take a ho 1 i st i c and 
visual approach to the recognition of Chinese ideograms. According to the 
specialization of function of the hemispheres, such an approach may depend 
on the cogn1t1ve runct1ons of the right hemisphere. The analytical ability to 
deal with verbal stimuli is aenera11u believed to be located in the left 
'"' '"' 
hemisphere. When the Chinese readers read English as a second/foreign 
language, they might take an analytical and rule-based approach to the 
&2 
1angua!~e, out their cognitive functions might not be competent for this task. 
In ad1jition, the letter-to-sound rules in English work at the surface level in 
some cases, but at a somewhat abstract l eve 1 in other cases, such as the 
words in TABLE XVI. This of course makes it difficult for the Chinese 
reader to voca 1 i ze them correct 1 y. 
TABLE Wv'I 
SIJB.JECTS' RESPONSE:3 TO SPEC I AL lrlORDS 
CHN SP AMCHN 
threshold 




intrigue 2 0 
fatigue 2 0 
Total No. of Miscues 1 1 4 5 
Percentage 78% 19% 24% 
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In handHng familiar words, readers may resort to a lexical or 
graphemic mechanism to retrieve the phonological representation in the 
mental lexicon. Even the Chinese readers did so, as supported by evidence 
from this research. The speed and accuracy of the retrieval depends on the 
association between the graphic and phonological representations. The 
evidence that the Chinese readers read most slowly, while the Arnerican-
Chinese read fastest supported tr1is hypothesis. 
When processing unfamiliar vvords, two different mechanisms may be 
involved ( Glushko, 1981; Katz.~ Feldman, 1981 ). One of them may employ 
the letter-to-soun1j rules to generate a pronunciation for the unfamiliar 
word, and the other may use an ana 1 ogy approach by comparing it with 
familiar words. To decode an unfamlliar word "Nith the letter-to-sound 
rules, or grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules as they are usually ca11ed, 
the Chinese readers may face two prob 1 ems: ( 1) they need to switch from 
the right hemisphere to the left hemisphere, and (2) they need to deal with 
English phonological rules that "Nor~~ at a somev·1hat abstract level. 
The right hemisphere is usually specialized in processing imagery 
stimuli. The configurations of Chinese ideograms may be better approached 
by the right hemisphere witt1 holistic and visual coding. The left 
hemisphere, on the other hand, is specialized in processing verbal materials 
with an analytic approach. V·ihen the Chinese readers read the unfamiiiar 
words, they may have to use an analytic approach. Research by Samuels and 
LaBerge (1963) indicated that Sf(illed native readers of English use sma11er 
Yisual units, that is, dividing a 1Nord into smaller units, 1Nhen they 
encounter unfamnar ··Nords. If the Chinese readers read the unfamiliar "Nords 
this wau. theu had the problem of seamentation of these unfamiliar words -· ..., . -
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into smaller unfts. The segmentatfon of unfamfliar v·mrds into smaller 
visual un1ts involves not only the visual functfons out ;jlso the syllable and 
morpheme boundaries in English ·words. The 1 atter re qui res the app ii ca ti on 
of 1etter-to-soun1j rules. In English, single-letter-to-sound rules apply only 
in some cases, while in most cases the knowledge of abstract rules is 
needed. The Chinese readers \Nere not sensitive to the boundaries, as a 
result of lack of the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules at an abstract 
level. 
In the analogy approach, readers activate all neighboring "Nords of 
simnar grapheme structures when they encounter an unfamniar word. Still, 
there "Nas the prob 1 em of seqmentat ion of an unf ami 1 i ar "Nord for the ... 
Chinese readers. For examp 1 e, when a Chinese reader in this study 
encountered the word "apothegm", he needed to decide whether the "th" was 
pronounced as in "1 i ghthouse" or as in "sympathy" . 
The above discussion shO"NS that whatever approach the Chinese 
readers took in handling an unfamiliar word in reading, the~J couid not avoid 
segmenting the unfamniar "Nord. Segmentation requires the knov1ledge of 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules and the analytic ability of the left 
hemisphere to deal with it. The Chinese readers lacked the former, and 
were in the process of switching for the latter. This caused problems for 
them to appoach correctly the unfamiliar words in the text. The existence 
of this problem "Nas supported by the significantly large percentage of 
miscues for unfam1liar words. 
It is worth mentioninq here that a within-qrouo comparison (TABLE - - . . 
XD<) showed that within each group there was a ven,:1 different correlation 
pattern. The correlation pattern for the Chinese was unusual. It is easy to 
TABLE XIX 
A WITHIN-GROUP CORRELATION OF Ml::;cuE RESPONSES TO 
UNFAMILIAR WORDS V./ ITH SOME RM I VAR I ABLES 
(V)Graphic S. Mean of (V) & (P) Sound S. Miscues per 100 ¥lords 
CHN -0.996 -0.66 0.37 
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----------------------------------------------------------Unfamiliar 
SP 0.36 0.22 0.94 
---------------------------------------------------------- Words 
AMCHN 0.00 0.00 0.00 
understand the negative corre 1 at ion bet ween the number of miscue 
responses to unfamiliar words and sound si mi 1 ari ty, because poor users of 
phono l ogi ca 1 cues could make more miscue responses in decoding unfamiliar 
words. However, it is not clear why H also negatively correlated with 
graphic similarity. The onl~d explanation suggested here is that this might 
be brought about by some individual cognitive styles, since the sample was 
very sma 11. 
In cone 1 usi on, hypotheses ( 1) and (3) vvere supported by evi de nee 
from this study both quantitatively and qualitatitively, though the evidence 
supporting hypothesis ( 1) was quantitatively weak. Hypothesis (2) was both 
quantitatively and qua 1itative1 y rejected by the research evidence. This 
result indicated that the Chinese readers emp 1 oyed phono 1 ogi ca 1 cues in 
their reading, while they were still reliant on graphic cues as well. This 
might be a problem Chinese ESL/EFL students have in switching from 
reading an ideographic language to an alphabetic 1 anguage. 
CHAPTER V. 
CONCLUSiON 
In this chapter, the methods adopte1j and the hypotheses are reviev·1ed. 
General conclusions made from the findings are presented and their 
implications for teaching reading Engllsh as a second/foreign language to 
Chinese students are discussed. The limitations and methodo l ogi cal 
problems are also considered. 
A SUMMARY' OF THE FINDINGS 
The purpose of this study ''/'tas to examine the script effects of Chinese 
language on Chinese students' reading strategies. In this study, three groups 
ESL/EFL students, educated Chinese readers, educated Spanish readers, and 
mono-11terate American-Chinese, were used. Each group had three subjects. 
and the total number was nine. The major measurement was a modified RMI. 
supplemented with measures of other variables. 
Hypothesis ( 1) stated that ideographic language (Chinese) readers may 
rely more on graph1c cues than a1ohabet1c language (Soan1sn and Engllsh) 
readers in reading Engiish as a second/foreign language_. if they read Engiish 
in the \·vay they read Chinese; graphic cues are defined as graphic similarity 
measured by RM I as miscues in this study. 
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Findings relevant to hypottresis ( 1); 
1). A comparison of the mean percentage of both high and partial 
graphic miscues produced by each of the three groups did not shov·t 
significantly quantitative difference among the three groups ( R = 7.04, SD= 
2.79 ), although the graphic similarity for the Chinese group ··Nas a little 
higher than for the other two groups. 
2). The slight quantitative difference might suggest some qualitative 
difference. This ··Nas supported by the follov'fing: 
a. A within-group negative correiation of -0.999 of graphic 
similarity with grammat i ca 1 function showed a strong tendency that the 
more graphic cues a Chinese subject relied on, the more the grammatical 
function of miscues deviated from the target word. 
b. A within-group comparison revealed that the Chinese readers· 
graphic similarity positively correlated with reading time ( r = 0.38 ), but 
negatively correlated with miscues per 100 ··..vords ( r = -0.30 ), miscues per 
100 unfamiliar words ( r = -0.996 ),and reading comprehension ( r = -0.52); 
c. The Chinese readers made significantly fev·ter miscues ( 16.7%) 
than the Spanish readers ( BB.9%) and the English readers ( 44.4%) did for 
three structures that are less likely predicted in the context. 
3). The Chinese readers seemed to demonstrate more individual 
cognitive approaches to the print than the Spanish and English readers. This 
was supported by the f o 11 ov'fi ng: 
a. Within the group of the Chinese readers, graphic similarity did not 
positively correlate with miscues per 100 words and unfamiliar \·vords. 
b. one of the Chinese readers, ZQ, used very abstract and vague 
graphic cues that were not ··ttithin the range of the sensibility of the coding 
39 
criteria adopted in this study. 
Hypothesis (2) stated that ideographic language (Chinese) readers may 
rely less on phonological cues than alphabetic language (Spanish and 
English) readers in reading English as a second/foreign language, if they 
read English the wa!J they read Chinese; phonolo!~ical cues are defined as 
sound simliarity measured by Riii as miscues, and defined as miscues of 
high sound similarity measured by other measurements a1jopted in this 
study. 
Findings relevant to hyoothesis (2): 
1). A comparative study of sound similarity of the miscues coded in 
RMI shm·ved that Chinese ESL/EFL students' mean miscues of high and partial 
sound similarity were slightly f ev-1er ( 2.4%) than the Spanish readers·, but 
more ( 7.5 % ) than mono-literate American Chinese readers·. 
2). Evidence that the Chinese readers were also reliant on 
phonological cues \-Vas supported by the follov1ing: 
a. The Chinese readers made fe·.,...ter (4%) partial .. Nord miscues, which 
did not fit into the pattern of letter clusters or syllables, than did the 
Spanish readers, 
b. The Chinese readers· sound similarity had a negative correlation 
with miscues per 100 .. ttords ( r = -0.92) and unfamiliar word ( r = -0.68) 
when compared with themselves. 
3). The Chinese readers, ho··,.yever, were not yet skilled users of 
phono1og1ca1 cues, as indicated Dy the evidence that they were not sensitive 
I I } ... t• I I • ,_ ••I I • •• I II 
to morpneme1sy11ao1e oounaanes OT tng11sn woras, espec1a11y at me 
abstract level( 78% miscues ). 
Hypothesis (3) stated that ideographic language readers· responses to 
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unfamiliar words in the read1ng te>~t would oe more often m1scues than are 
a 1 phabeti c 1 anguage readers· responses. 
Findings relevant to h1Joothesis (3): 
1 ). The Chinese readers· miscue responses ( 44.9% ) to unfamiiiar 
words were signlficantly more than the Spanish readers· ( 31.3%) and 
American-Chinese readers· ( 15.8% ). 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FINDINGS 
In sv1itchi ng from reading an ideographic 1 anguage--Chi nese to that of 
an a 1 phabet i c 1 anguage--Engl i sh, the Chinese readers experienced some 
difflculties in adjusting their reading strategies. They \.Yere stiil reiiant on 
graphic cues, and at the same time they had to use phono1og1ca1 cues in 
reading an alphabetic language llke English, at the perceptuai level. At the 
schematic level, they mainly depended on the bottom-up process with few 
contextua 1 pre dictions. 
A general theoretical assumption for a large proportion of the 
following discussion concerning "Nord recognition is that inner speech 
takes place in Chinese readers· reading process, when findings in oral 
reading are related to silent reading ( Conrad, 1964; Banks, et al. 1981 ). 
This inner speech may be at the ievei of subvocaiizing or phonemic coding 
(Baddeley and Le"f·tis, 1981 ). The structure of English "Nords may trigger 
this kind of processing ( see pages 76-77 for detailed 1ji scussi on ) • in 
addition to the possible effects on short term memory. 
In the recogn1t1on of words, the Chinese readers still employed 
heavily graphic cues as indicated bu evidence in this studu. If theu took the 
~ ~ ~ 
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lexical approach, the!J faced a problem of the association between graphic 
and phono1ogica1 representations. \¥hen tt1e graphic 1nformat1on is used to 
retrieve the phonological representation in the iexicon, a time lag exists 
before H is activated (Glushko, 1981 ). The speed of phonological activation 
by graphic inform;jtion may depend on the association between graphic and 
I .. • .. I I " • 1 I .. • - ( " -- .. \ ,,,. I I I I .. pnono1og1ca1 represemal1ons in me 1ex1con. oarron l I sio 1 J rouna rnal 1ess 
skilled rea1jers could not activate the phonological representation as fast as 
skilled readers, even when they vv·ere native speakers of English. In Chinese 
language, the association behveen phonological and graphic representations 
is relatively loose, because only a small proportion of the Chinese 
vocabulary has phono 1 ogi cal represent ion on the surf ace structures of the 
ideograms. This phenomenon does not facilitate the association between 
graphic and phonological representations for Chinese readers when they 
learn English. In addition, this a~sociation was usually weak for non-native 
speakers 1 i ke the Chinese readers in this study, because they might have 
learned the language without exposure to correct phonological 
representation, or "Ni thout enough e;<posure to phono 1 ogi ca 1 representation . 
This ··rtas because the!J mainly learned how to read the language silently, but 
not to speak and listen, since most of the Chinese college English programs 
concentrate on an intensive reading program only. Therefore, the students 
are usua11y described as "deaf" and "mute"; that is, they can not listen to 
nor speal< Eng11sh, when the problem of this English program is discussed. 
This 1 oose graohi c and oho no l ogi ca 1 association resulting from the 
ideoaraphic structure of Chinese words and the wau Enalish i.-vas learned 
~ ~ ~ 
greatly increased the time needed to vocalize or subvoca1ize the te;<t. 
¥/hen reliant on graphic cues, the Chinese readers probably took a 
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holistic and visual approach to identify a word by its graphic features. The 
problem they encountered was that the graphic features of Engilsh ··..vords 
are much less sallent than those of a Chinese ideogram. An Engilsh \Atord 
could be identified as an enve 1 ope cue, when the graphic information entered 
as a gross image ( Haber and Haber, 1981, and Henderson, 1982). In this 
envelope cue, only the graphic features of consonant letters are salient, 
while the graphic features of vowel letters are obscure. Without the 
information of the vo·Nel letters, it is easy to rnisrea1j a ''/'lord, as the 
Chinese readers did for some 'ttords in this study. This holistic and visuai , 
or whole word, approach to an alphabetic language might increase the 
Chinese readers· miscues in reading. 
In the letter-to-sound or grapheme-phomene correspondence approach 
of word recognition, the Chinese readers had a problem of mapping the 
letters to the phonological representations of "Nords. English is an 
alphabetic language, but its phonological representation is abstract 
(Chomsky, 1965, and Chomsky and Halle, 1968 ). Its phonological 
representation is mapped at an intermediate level with grapheme units 
which can be letters or letter clusters (Venezky, 1970 ). Because the 
configurations of Chinese ideograms are generally not phonologically rule-
based, the Chinese readers ''f'tere not sensitive to the boundaries beb·veen 
such units, and made more miscues when the grapheme unit or syilabie 
boundaries were ambiguous. It might have taken longer time for them to 
segment such ooundari es. 
This insensitivity brought about a problem for the Chinese readers in 
voca11zing and in visually recognizing English words in the way they 
approached the Chinese words. The confiourations of Chinese ideoorams are 
~ ~ 
g~3, 
not subject to a linear ana 1 ysi s in reading, because the structure of 
information on tt1e phrne square is not regularly ordered, but multi-
directional. This structure, of course, f aciiitates a hoiistic approach. The 
structure of an English word is linear, letters arranged from the left to tt1e 
right. Letters form clusters or syllables, and they, in turn, form a ·...vonj 
from the left to the right. 'w'ithin this three-ievei hierarchicai structure of 
a "Nord, information is linearly ordered (see Figure 5, p. 77 ). This linear-
ordered information greatly facilitates a linear ordered analytical approach 
in word recognition. When the Chinese readers read the English texts, it 
was possible that they foun1j that the analytic approach was more efficient 
and accurate in recognizing English words. In adopting this approach to 
graphic cues, they also needed to apply the letters-to-sound rules to 
segment the graphic information into meaningful visual units, because a 
fixation can capture only a limited number M letters. They succeeded when 
the grapheme- phoneme correspodence rules were simple, but fa lied when 
they "Nere abstract, as indicated by their production of partial words and 
responses to unfamiliar v·tords. This might indicate that they were still not 
good at a1jjusting visual units according to the task. This is the difference 
bet ween a poor reader and a ski 11 ed reader, as Samue 1 s and LaBerge ( 1983) 
discovered in their study. 
At the schematic level, the Chinese readers seemed to rely generaily 
on the bottom-up process in reading. In the schema theory, two basic modes 
are involved in processing information: bottom-up and top-down (Carrell 
I-· I I .. • ·-.-.-.. I I I I t I • • • ,. I• 
ana tlsrnrno10 1 1 SltJ.) J. in me oouom-up process .. rncomrng rnrormal1on 
from the text evokes a hierarchical organization of the data for a better 
interpretation. In the top-do"Nn process, predictions are made, based on 
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high level general knov·tledge, and information is located and sorted in the 
text to support or reject the predictions. An ideai reading process is 
simultaneous activation or continuousiy aiternating appiication of these 
two processes. In such a process, minimum graphic cues are utilized ·when 
the information is best organized and understood. 
\&/hen tt·1e Chinese readers read 'ttith too much reiiance on the graphic 
cues, either tt·1ey vvere not able to make a prediction because of the lae!( of 
adequate 1 i ngui st i c and cultura 1 background kno•ttl edge, or they were re 1i ant 
on the graphic cues for necessary phono i ogi ca i, syntactic and semantic 
information, or both cases '·Nere true for them. Only the second situation, 
the Cr1i nese readers· re 1 i ance on qraphi c cues, is considered here, when theq 
~ ~ 
are compared ·with the Spanish readers, since both groups of ESL readers 
might have suffered from lack of linguistlc and cultural background 
knowledge. The Chinese readers made significantly fewer miscue responses 
than the Spanish readers, where the structures \·Vere dHficuit to be 
predicted in the context. The consi derab 1 e number of the American-Chinese 
readers· miscue responses to tt1e speci a 1 structure is a good index of the 
difficulty level of the structures. A logical explanation offered here is that 
the Chinese readers read word by word, using maximum graphic cues. 
A problem in interpreting this phenomenon is 1jetermining which ··..vas 
the cause and which ·was the effect. Difficuity in empioying the bottom-up 
and top-down processes simultaneously or alternatively in reading may 
cause maximum use of graphic cues, whereas too much reliance and 
attention on graphic cues may result in the inability to activate a general 
schema to gulde the readlng and interpretation. Wt1ere the Chinese readers 
were concerned! they might have faced both orobiems. The former miaht . ~ 
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have resu1te1j from inadequate training in rea1jing skills from the prograrns 
they participated in back in Ct1ina. Tt1e latter might have resLJlted from the 
cognitive approaches they took in reading a language that does not facilitate 
these approaches. As discussed in the above sections, their holistic and 
visual approach in identifying English words is not efficient because of the 
nature of alphabetic scripts and the structure of information in an English 
word, nor is their analytic approach, for the grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence rules in English appl!d at an abstract level in most cases. 
The need for maximum graphic information and the amount of attention in 
e;<tracting the graphic information to map to the phonological 
representatlon reduce the possibility to generate a higher level schema and 
to make predictions in constant reading. it takes longer for the poorly 
preorganized in-coming information to be organized to a high level, and the 
poor organization impairs un1jerstandi ng because of the 1 i mited capacity of 
the short term memory. This might have caused the Chinese readers to 
reread a sentence or paragraph in snent rea1jing for a better understanding. 
The American-Chinese readers· performance ··ttas better than that of 
the other tv10 groups, vie"Ned from the number of miscues, the time spent in 
reading and the understanding of tt1e te;<t. Their rea1jing behavior "Nos 
dtfferent from the Chinese readers·, as compared in relevant sections in 
Chapter IV. Their reading behavior 'ftas almost the same as the Spanish 
readers, "Nhere reading time and contextual predictions were concerned. The 
reading time is a good index of cognitive approach to the recognition of 
Enalish words. in addition to the araohic and sound simiiaritu. This - . - . -
difference might support the general hypothesis that the mono-literate or 
semi-mono-literate American-Chinese "Nere not influenced by script effects, 
as nauve readers of English , or in other words that the Chinese readers 
were 1nfluenced tiy script effects, as a result of reading the ideographic 
language as their native language. 
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The Spanish reaijers read much faster, made more contextual 
predictions and fewer miscues than the Chinese readers, but their reading 
comprehension was poorer than the Chinese readers. The reasons for their 
poor comprehension are beyond the scope of this study, but this phenomenon 
may stand out as a style of cognitive approach in reading. It may be easier 
for them to read a 1 oud an a 1 phabet i c 1 anguage than the Chinese readers, 
though they may not understand it "vvell. 
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDV 
Strong generalizations cannot be made from the findings in this 
stwjy, because of limitatlons that come from t:wo aspects: rese;]rch design 
and the sampling of subjects. 
First, the generalization of the findings can only be applied to the 
hypothesis that the Chinese readers· reading strategies were probab 1 y 
influenced by script effects, since their cognitive approaches were 
different. Such findings may not be generalized to support 
neuropsychological theory, or clinical and labon:itory experimental evidence 
that script effects result from different hemispheric functions in 
processing Chinese ideograms, because in this study the independent 
variable, script effects, can not be directly and experimentally manipulated, 
as is typi ca 1 of causa 1-comparati 'Je research. 
Second, the sample was not randomly selected, and the size of the 
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sample 1;vas small. Tt1is rnigM result in a situation ·vvhere the cognitive 
approaches anr:l the reading strategies may not be representative of the 
population of any of the three orthographic and 1 ingui st i c groups, especi a 11 y 
the Spanish reader group and the mono-literate American-Chinese group. 
As a Chinese EFL teacher "Nith ten years· teaching e:=werience, the researcher 
empirically believes that the flndings from this study do reflect the 
problems Chinese ESL/EFL readers have, an1j the way tt1ey rea1j English as a 
second/foreign 1 anguage. Hm·vever, tttl s sma 11 sarnp 1 e ma1je it dif fl cult to 
use inferential statistics, and to make strong claims regarding the 
population, in tt1e strict sense. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STIJD'v' 
The findings in this study involve reading at two levels: the 
perceptual 1eve1 and the schematic 1eve1. \r/ith the theoret i ca 1 
considerations of the hvo levels, this stud!d has implications for l"tvo 
appoaches to teaching En!Jl i sh as a second/foreign 1 anguage to Chinese 
ESL/EFL students: an integrative approach and specific reading courses. It 
also provides a theoretical answer to the question concerning the reading 
programs in China: ·,-vhether speaking and listening are essential to reading 
programs. 
In the integrative approach, the curricula may need to include 
speaking, listening, writing and reading. In the classroom, a teacher nee1js 
to adopt a method tr1at integrates the four skills of the language. Many 
Chinese EFL teachers be 1 i eve that 'v"tithi n the intensive reading program 
those who speak and listen to the language often generally read better than 
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those who do not. One learns nev·t words better 1f he reads and spells them 
together. An ei<planation this stuijy suggeste1j is that speaking and listening 
may tighten the association bet ween graphic and phono i ogi ca i 
representations in the 1e;<icon in an e:x:tensive rea1jing program where the 
students receive adequate information. Sounding a word out while spe 11 i ng 
it also improves this association. A close association in the lexicon may 
facilitate both visual and phonological accesses to the representations. 
Genera 11 !J speaking, t vvo accesses to a v·mrd in memory are superior to one. 
¥/hen reading is concerned, the close association between graphic and 
phonological representations reduces tr1e time lag in retrieving the 
phonological representation with !Jraphic informauon in reading. 
In this integrative approach to teaching and learning a language, 
letter-to-sound correspondence rules may be taught to beginners or 
intermediate readers explicitly or implicitly, or both. These ruies can be 
integrated in written and 1 i steni ng exercises. A conscious or subconscious 
knowledge of these rules may help the students develop a strong sensitivity 
to such correspondence and the boundaries between morphemes/syllables in 
both visual and phonological approaches to words in reading. 
In a reading course, two aspects--ho\&/ one writes and how one reads-
-need to be taught instead of just reading. Discourse analysis must be 
included in a reading program. Discourse can be presented to students at 
two levels: complete articles or essays, and paragraphs. At the complete 
article level, students learn the patterns of description, argument, 
comparison, etc., and see ho'N information is organized in English. At the 
paragraph level, patterns or paragraphs are presented to students, showing 
the oosi ti ons of tooi c sentences. the suooort i na sentence and their . . . . . ...., -· 
difference in structure and content. Discourse analysis can provide a 
background for students to apply reading skills. 
\j'·j 
Students need to learn to read discriminateiy, according to their 
purpose of reading, and then app 1 y different reading ski 11 s, such as scanning, 
skimming, etc .. For example, when they read for general information, they 
do not need to read v-tord by "Nord or sentence by sentence, but to skim and 
1 ocate the topic sentences and cone l usi ons. In this "Nay, Chinese students 
can ultimately employ both bottom-up an1j top-1jov·m processes, freein!J 
themselves from excessive use of graphic cues in word-by-v·tord reading. 
The integrative approach, as discusserj above, is basic and long term. 
It helps students build their basic ability in a second/foreign language. The 
specific reading courses can be adopted as an advanced course in the 
integrative approach, and as a remedial coures for advanced students who 
are st i 11 not ski 11 ed readers in ESL programs in US and EFL programs in 
China. 
Suggestions for further study in this field with RMI cover the problem 
of sampling and of readin!] te:i<ts. The sample of subjects must be randoml!J 
selected and be large enough to adopt inferential statistics so that stronger 
claim can be made of the influence of script effects on Chinese ESL/EFL 
students' reading strategies. Comparative studies can be conducted bet"·Neen 
Chinese students and any other alphabetic language readers and/or mono-
l iterate American-Chinese to e~<ami ne hov·t they read at different levels of 
language pror1c1ency. A large sample can include good readers and poor 
readers from the two orthoaraphic and iinauistic backarounds to examine ..., ..., ..., 
the strategies of goorj and poor readers, and the difference between good 
readers or poor readers from different orthographic backgrounds. 
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To achieve clear evi1jence, controlled an1j structured reading texts 
may be adopted. For instance, words that reflect a certain grapheme-
phoneme correspodence rule or rules, or certa1n shapes can be arranged 1n a 
reading text in a certain frequency. Subjects' responses to these controlle1j 
words may indicate their cognitive approaches to such words or rules. 
Research like this may examine subjects' cognitive approaches at the 
perceptual level. As for the schematic level, certain sentence or discourse 
structures can be arranged in the text in certain frequency. For example, 
inversion or partial inversion, and object clauses with or without .. that .. 
etc .. may be structured in a reading te>{t. This design may probe ho\·V 
students read at the schematic level. One point that needs to be made clear 
is that the reading text must appear natural. These research designs at the 
perceptual level and schematic may improve RMl's sensitivity to a greater 
degree. 
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APPENDIX A 
Append1x A 1nc1uaes the coa1ng procedures ( Gooaman and Burt<e, 1972, 
DD. 42-48 ). and examples of miscues coded 1n this study following the 
modified procedures. 
The foil owing procedures \vill help the teacher in determining how to place 
the miscues on the Coding Sheet. 
1. Insertions, OJDissions, substitutions, and reversals of a prefix, suffix, 
word, or intonation feature are coded as miscues regardless of whether 









MAP..XED WOl".XSBEET ~ .... 
I iooked up and had my fii~~of C!aribel. 
ik w{.;,ri.. 
He could see ~rabbit in the neighbor's backyard. 
Ta@the pictures down was his job. 
- I . """ ··$~~~ ... 
The boy was picking cranberries. 
The small child looke~at the horse. 
/ 
/'f..f. e.IYJ.dL.. 
The teenagers had a s~<ic:.:: of-records. 






















Selecting Miscues for the Coding Sheet 
2. When a partial word substitution is made and corrected. it is not keyed as 
a miscue and does not get placed on the Ceding Sheet. 'When there is no 
correction, the partial word is treated ·as an omission miscue, and is 















3. When a reader makes repeated attempts on a word, the fiJ:st complete 
word or non-word substitution is coded as the miscue. Note_ that each 








MAB.KEO WORKSHEET EXAMPLES 
@'J~~ 
Sven Olsee_ he. wanted one. 
~:7-3~~ 





4. Repeated attempts made on an item across te.xt occurrences are handled 
in one of the fol!owing four ways on the Coding Sheet. AU repeated 
112 
Guidelines for Coding Miscues 
miscues will be tallied under the heading Repeated 1.~1iscues on the Reader 
Profile Sheet. 
(a) Each repeated omission and each re-
peated insertion are coded. 
( b) Each repeated substitution of a func-
tion word (articles, prepositions, con-
junctions, phrase and clause markers) 
is coded. 
( c) Repeated identical substitutions of 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs are 
coded only for the first occurrer.ce 
when the text occurrences retain the 
same grammatical function. 
(d) Repeated identical substitutions of 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs are 
coded separately each time the.gram-











·MARKED WORKSHEET EXAMPLES 
~ 
He had a canar1 for a pet. 
. ~ 
And he had a dog for a pet. 
I 
He would whistle~is canary 
and ~is dog. He took both 
pets down@town. 
Reader Text 
-- ~ I 
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Selecting Miscues for the Codin.g Sheet 
5. In some insta.11ces, an initial miscue causes the reader to make another 
miscue immediately thereafter. Where this strong interrelationship exists, 








~fa.RDD WORKSHEET EX.UfPLES 
'~ ~-He coul~\stay at .ome. 
- ~- p.tt:;,, JV6t.t.. 
In no time at alQ Sven's pet '.f.JaS ever1body's pet. 
.;f..k~ 
The rest of us passed around the oxygen bottle. 
Reader Text 
I :; I ~:£!~ I £L¥#~1 :a.ta",,{-16 .:Ok.. ~ ~~ ~a"' - . 
6. The following occurrences are generally not keyed as miscues: 
(a) The omission of whole lines of text. 
Billy wanted to play 
(§aseball. He went o~ 
with his ball and bat. 
(b) Additional miscues which are made during a repetition. 
Intellectual geniuses aren't 
. :z.~ 
I . "ed /~ a ways mv1t to part1c1pate 
in ball games. 
Note: Partner will be coded as the miscue, pitch will not be coded. 
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( c) .Misarticulations. 
..,,.~__, 
The kids used linoleum pieces 
to make the baseball diamond. 
( d) Sound variations which involve dialect.* 
©~ 
He couldn't get into 
0~ 
the game with the big kids. 
(e) Syllabication divisions within words. 
+-
He was a cute li1\tle boy. 
-r 
She was a pre1ft little girl. 
*If the teacher elects to mark dialect miscues which involve only sound variations, the 
miscue should be spelled as it sounds, retaining as much of the original spelling as possible 
(see Marking the Worksheet). 
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APPENDIX 6 
In Appendix B, data obtained from RMI are presented together wHh 
data obtained from non-RMI measurements. 
-
In comprehension section: 
CJ =no loss. la =partial loss ~ =loss 
In other sections: 
~=miscues 
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Reader: S'•1\/ First Language (oral) Chinese; (wTitten) Chinese 
Text: Medium-level Time Spent in Reading: 14'20" 




. . . . . 
20 JO 40 90 100 
70 10 .. · .. ,. ·.·" 
50 so . . '1 1·1 i// ·0: '0.1//!,// l!i 1J;I /, / / ; 1 \1 I / . . ' ! I 
frequency Line 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 57.1 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Hign Same None High Same None 
I • ~. J '' )•, ! 00 · no 
,,, ... ,., '10 qo 
. . . . • '7 ·i•..J '10 t.,J ~') 
- . . :- ') '."'<) 70 :"O / / / / / 
V/ v:.. . ; · / / ... ti • J ;,) :>O 
// /,i d // . . ... ~ ... ; ·~v 
::L./,,-'>--'° / / .,: . :; \\~ l/ // r~ // -·. / / / )16 .. _.. / 
////, // : .... HJ 'l //ip/// : V/ / ;Jcr' /. 
// /~// '·' / / / J . .Y// ,,, // / ..:~ / / ///,;"///. / / ,zo- / 
/ ///;/ / / //////// 1////9"/// / ///:, ::¥ / / v ///<//// / / / 9"' / 
66.6% 14.3% 19% 38.1% 23.8% 38.1% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function R1l1tionships 
I der:tical lndererminiillte different Strength 
Partial 
Strength Weak nm Overcorrectior 
11')<.J "(~ . .) I () <J *(J •J I~ I ) : t; () 1 ';, ~ ') 
l<.J ..,., . <)(") .. ,, ")') .,,, I<) 
·It.) j() r.10 IS<) .. (J . J<.J ~a 
7r) 7•.J 70 ;-g ;-a 70 70 
I// / ->o , ~c 60 / /">.Q / / ">O <;,Q l'iO 
V/ / >.::> .· / ;.-.J ::;o /fa,0 // ~ .. ~ s::> ~o 
[/ / , -'_0 / .· ..J.f:.> I// rO / / / /~O/ / .-.o .ao .ao 
I//~~ / / ·::o I//~? / / ' //JO/ / :JO :JO .30 
/ / ,!O' / / ~~ v / ,C<;I // //~/ / . -.~ 20 
I// /<Y / / · o 1///0'// / /:,0 // / //o//, v / / 1Jil' /, ·~ , , 
60% 0% 40% 64% 16% 16% 4% 
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Reader: RZ First Language: (oral) Chinese; (written) Chinese 
Text: Medium-Level Time Spent Reading in Reading: 13·55·· 
Total Number of Miscues: 35 
Comprehension 
Miscues Per- One Hundre1j '•,\lords: 3.89 
Ptre1ntag1 Li• 
0 10 20 30 40 so so 10 •.o . . . ~a . .. . . 100 
. f I I I!"·: iii 11 ~#@&?//#./0; 
fr1qu1ncy Lint 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 71.4 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
High Some None High Some None . : ~ • I t '). J ! OtJ ·nc 
. , . ' .... f'l .,,, 'lO .. . ,, . ·-t•.J '10 d~ 
-;-.\ -.. ~ :- t) '."" t) 70 :-o 
~ '-) .. t>4l 'i..:} tiO 
;0 . · ; ... ... ;o 
'./ / / /~ .v~ / / ' ! · ~ ~I ~ ~l) -, ' / 7 / •O/ / 
////:/5/ / , / / / ·!'· / / / / / ;;(<-;/ / / ·)n !/ / /:// .. L/ // ~// 
/ / / /:-/' / / ,. / / /'"/. / / v / / ~-·/ / / / / , !·.)' / / / / y,77 7 / /.?.O / , 
///// // / //-;///V / p // . / / ;A.l / / 7/~ / / / •p / .-
40.93 27.3% 31.83 22.7% 36.4% 40.9% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function R1fitionsnips 
I der.tical Indeterminate different St1'1ngth 
Partial 
Weakness Overcorrectior Strength 
'""' • <)t l 10•> l(J•.) 1"').) : ' : () , ,;, ; ) 10 ., ,.., . • )(') ,, ..., ·i<) ' HJ "> 
· It.) )(j dO >;Q I (J ' JO tlO 
7 --r-~.1 · .... ,, / ')'r.J 70 :-o ~-o 70 70 
"'7/o>O / / ~c !:iO .... .., ·i.O ">0 fiO 
'-'77 +0 / / ~ow ~o / /~~ 7' ~ .. ~ -::;o ~o 
'T / /~..0 .' / ~r. .. .Jo(') / r°' / ..;.o J.0 .ao 
"'//.J.O// ·?o v //l9' / , / ..-J9' / / ?O/ / :JO .30 
7 / !.0/7 ~'..J V / /-?O / 7 ;,!() / / / / ~O / / / /~O,' / 20 
/ / ,r) / / ·o v //: a · / v -7 ;.o / / / / :.o/ / / / )'O// '" 
66.7% 0% 33.3% 483 32% 20% 0% 
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Reader: ZQ First Language: (oral) Chinese; (written) Chinese 
Text: Lower-Level Time Spent in Reading: 14'50" 
Total Number of Miscues: 96 
Comprehension 
Miscues Per One Hundred \·"lords: 8. 18 
Percentap Line 
o 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 10 90 100 
. ·111 ll! i!W;!~l/3%{% ·~ 
fr.quincy Lint 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 57.1 
SOUNO/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Higit Some None High Soma None . · ":t) It)• J •OcJ ·nu 
,,, .. ... .., 'le> '10 . . .. ,,: ...... ) rio •.l'.".I 
-:- ; } -.. ; :- C) 7" r) 70 :-o 
; .. ) . , i i4 l ,;,) .;o 
... ~, ::: ~, 
V-/ r~ / / .. . 1 t ~ ~() .. . / ;iO / 
///'.yf / / / / / ._/ / : o JO / / / :// / / ~o , · 
/ / /:7 • / / / )"~ / / / . .:; •;,..- / . / ,..,,.!,..)"..) ,/ / / / ;.• ;/ / / / .!0 / 
/ ///I // / / /, / / /,/ / o/ ./ ,, ,,. / / 0 / / / / •,c> / / v / / •o' / 
45.8% 33.3% 20.8% 20.83 33.3% 45.8% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Rel1tionships 
I der.tical Indeterminate different Str!ngth 
Partial 
Strength Weakness Overcorrectior 
ll")f) • t)•.) I Q<.> 1<.JfJ '~ t ) : f; (, t , .... ; ) 
lO '10 . <)O ·•o •"l') ' )<) "> 
·10 J,tJ liO l>jQ i ~.) 'HJ uo 
-~ 7' '.J 70 :-o ;-o 70 70 / r 
//.>•')- / 4C t;O -.o -'.() ">0 f'iO 
//.,:>' / ;o ;o . jQ :-.. ~ / / ~ .... . ~o 
/ ,,4~ / , .... ,, ,,... -&O ..;.o / / .aO / .ao 
'//JP/ / ·:o v //JP// !/ / 7 ~/ / ....... / /.lO ./'./ .30 
/ /!p / / ~'_) / ~0// / /"'-;t<-' / / v / /'-~P' / / / / :!.O/ / 20 
//f'J / / · o / /,,0 / / ///0/ / v / /.9' / / /' ? // I<) 
65% 0% 35% 28% 24% 48% 0% 
l ?? --
Reader: EM First Language: (oral) Spanist1; (written) Spanish 
Text: Medium-Level Time Spent in Reading: 12'30" 
Miscues Per One Hundred Words: 4. 15 Total Number of Miscues: 47 
Comprehension 
Ptn:ant.ge Line 
0 10 20 30 40 SD 60 70 10 90 100 
· ·· ·· ····/······ 
. 
1
/ ) : /1(/1%% . 
frtqutncy Lint 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 28.5 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Hi9n Some None High Some None 
I • ~ t ) It ) t J ! 00 •nu 
'• ' •''" '10 <10 
• • J . .,,: · f •J . '10 , j '. ) 
~ - \ . ;"I) :" t') 70 :"O 
/ / / / " 
.. ,;,, . ·, ~ .... :->O 
,, / / /-' / . ·• . v // •~: / / -iu , .. 
v,v~ •;/ /. .:. ·~ . ~ _, .. () / / . :.. ;,{ / / ..o 
// /.•Y// : '-' / / - ~;,6 / / )0 // /. ;/// / / ;i~/ / 
//,:'· '// . '•-:; / / /~'/ / / . ' / / / ';// / / ~O/ / 
/ / /;/ / . -'// /Y// / ./ /?' / / / //•:.J / / / / r>/ / ;/ / /•p// 
57.9% 10.5% 31.63 15.8% 52.6% . 31.6% . . 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Relationsnips 
I deraical lndet?rminate diffe;ent Strength 
Partial 
Strength Weakness Overcorractior 
1<)(,J • <).) ! OtJ t < .... .) 1--: l) ; '; < > 1 l.i;) 
lO 'l {') . ' )(') .  .., ·ii") '10 jf) 
·JO j(j tiO '1 f) 10 'J<.J ttC 
70 7f~ 70 / /o/ / ;-o 70 70 
"' ' :.c tiO /r<> / -;o ">O ~o 
!/ //.:l-' / ;o . ,/ / -/ ' / / / ~o// :-.. -:> ~o ':iO 
/ / r<"Y / ... ,J '// .. /) / / / 'j'O/ / .-o ~o .ao 
I// ;tq/ / ·:o rvv~v v / ·?-0 / / :JO :JO .30 
I// ~U/ / ~'..J / /~,t) / ;/ /"..!/<' / , ~o 20 20 
I// / i-> / / · o / / ' 9' / I//'~/ 77-,,077 v ./ ,A'Q/ / v / / '/ 7 / 
~-
_A, --- . ,.. .. "' .. ,..,,, '" "" 
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Reader: PT First Language: (oral) Spanish; (\·Vritten) Spanish 
Text: Medium-Level Time Spent in reading: 7'30" 
Miscues Per One Hundred Words: 2.5 Total Number of Miscues: 28 
Comprehension 
Ptrc:t1nt191 Li• 
0 10 20 30 40 50 80 n n " too l . 
....... I I I I t I I I I I I I 1r·w~~;;2 
frwqu1ncy Lin• 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 71.4 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
High Some None High Some None 
• -~. J ,,,., !00 •nt:: .. ' ........ .,., C'lO . . . .,, ; -i•~ '10 '.i'.'I 
-:- . l -·· ';"() -:"<) 70 :"() 
.. ... ti4i) ,,,~ ,,o 
I// /i•> ~ -'··· / / /i•;/ /. / /'>U / 
!/ / /~~ .· .: . ~ / / rl/ / / ~() / / ,X•j/ / V / /'4C)' / v //:,,-; / / : ._, / / )'(.J/ / / JO / //;/ / //,..:lo// 
/ / /:·? / / ////~// / / r.y / / .!t..) / / ,)'••/ / / / ~O/ 
////// ///,P//, / //0/ // !:.) ///I'>// //j()/ 
52.9% 17 .63 29.4% 0% 52.9% 47 .1% . 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Relationships 
lder:tical Indeterminate different Stl'lngth 
Partial 
Weakness Overcorrectior Strength 
H)<.) • t)fi) 10<.> 'V•J ,..., ') : r; <> 1 •j ~) 
10 'l<l . •)0 '''> ·')<) 'H.J I<) 
·It.) JC.) dO IS t) lO . JO tjQ 
-~ 7•..> 70 7'0 ~-o 70 70 
/ /->.» / , ~c so / ,,-- .;o o;.o 'iO 
v /•,.;:> / ;u :>o v / ;;O_/ _., :-... -::> ~o c;ao 
//~p / ~o ~o / 1-0/ 40 ~o .ao 
I/ /-19' / ·10 //:r-J/ ,, //0/, :JO :JO :JO 
/ ~Q/ / ~~ V/;tO/, /:.;>'-'/ ~n - / .r-:.o / 20 
//0// - _/ £'"'/ / .//":A/ V/'.J11/ v //0// ·//1p/ //tflJ// 
- -· - -
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Reader: EO First Language: (ora1) Spanish; (written) Spanish 
Text: Medtum-Levet Time Spent in Reading: 6'50° 
Total Number of Miscues: 27 Miscues Per One Hundred Words: 2.35 
Ptrcanuge Lim 
0 10 20 30 40 50 80 10 ao 90 too 
I -f -f I I I I I I I I if lll[l!IJ If $;/(M 
fnquency Lint 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 28.5 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Hign Some None High Some None . -~.) I\ )t., !00 "flC 
.. "' ; ~ ~~ ... ~., 'lO . . .. ''=' ~·~ 'lC •.J '.") 
-:- . \ -·· :" f) :"<) 70 ~o 
:; .. _> .. ti'J j,) .;o 
i ,) .. ... ~": i~ 
..:. ~) "//;n// .... ~ ~u 777•';t' l I ,,,_,. .. ,, 
V//./.// ///:,£// / / ·P/ / / )0 /711://J I I fJt;i I 
1/ / /!;/' / / v / /•·.X / / / / /;y<:. / / / / /.!•:I I I I 77,7 7 CI 7 I ~'01 I 
///,/,// v / // / / / / /<;t / / /I~:¥'/ I I I 7•Y77 7 7 /•9 I 
33.3% 38.8% 27.7% 22.2% 38.8% 38.8% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Relationships 
lder.tical Indeterminate different Strength 
Partial 
Weakness Overcorraction Strength .. ,.., • <J•) If)•.) • (J•J .~,) : , ; () 1,:., :, 
lt.> .,,.., . 'ltl '""' ·jt) 'tc.> If) 
·JO j,t.} dO ~<"J !O . "'' YO 
70 7'.J 70 :-o :'O 70 70 
/ /'>~ / ~r.. t;Q I//-.~/' ;a <;,Q 'iO 
v / fl'.:V / ;o ~o / fi9' / '." .. -:> ~o ~o 
v /..yo// .... o / /..l./l / , / /-9" / 40 .ao .ao 
I//¥.>// ·10 / /Jfil / V / ~O/ / :JO :JO .30 
/ /!D/ / .2 '..J / F-Q' 7 i/ /:.;.<'.>/.I //~// - - __ :?O -- 20 
I/// p// ·o I.I/ /O/ / l//!p/~ / /";6/ / v /,tffS/.1 T//?77 
57.1% 0% 42.8% 60% 20% 123 8% 
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Reader: CV First Language: (oral) Chinese; (written) English 
Text: Medium-Level 
Total Number of Miscues: 34 
comprehens1 on 
Ti me Spent in Reading: T 48" 





20 30 40 
Reading Comprehension Scores: -57.1 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Hign Some None High Some 
I . ~. , •• )• J ~00 
,,, .,., "lO 
. . . ''':' ..... J '1C 
:- .... - .. ; :-n '.'"r) 70 
·-, , , , , .;,, ... 
I// /;,ii// . ... ... 
L//¢/ / ~·~ a.~-' .I.() ... ; 
////!// / / .p / / -.,,~ / / /l<;>°' / / / /·/ / 
/ / /:·/! / / v / /'·.:r / / / / /..;'/ / / / / ,?·57 / / T/·:/: / / 
////// V//-Y// I// /.:l/), //;;fl// 1/7/'tY /I 
54.53 27.3% 18.2% 31.83 27.3% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Rtl1tiansnips 
I der.tical Indeterminate differtnt Strength 
Partial 
Weakness Strength 
'I').., •<)•) ! ()•.) . '"" ,, 1·~ \) : I; I) 
/7 TU77 "l•'l . •10 ·•I') ·;r) 'JCJ 
·/7·1';6/ I St.) ttO -,Q .. :J . Jc.J 
/ ft~/ I 7'J 70 :-o ~-,., 70 
7J!;IJ'7' :.r. ~o ..... ~ / / 7 .;.o 
/71.:Y / ~OJ ;o .:.o 7 7~-:1 / 50 
/~/ ... , .. ..J.Q 1 / ; . ., 7 / ~o/ / ~o 
/7:J/!J// ·:o JO //7o7/ '/ /:J,6 / / :JO 
/ 7!0 /I :? ':.) ~o / --rgJ7 7 7 71!<7 / :?O 
/ / /O' /.1 /// fO' /,, /7·~7 / 7-/o/ /, -·o , , , , 









'7 h/6 / 













-=-= , ~ 
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Reader: FH First Language: (oral) Chinese; ('ftritten) Englist1 
Text: Medium-Level Time Spent in Reading: 7'5" 
Total Number of Miscues: 27 
Comprehension 
Miscues Per One Hundred '•rvords: 2.39 
-- -
Ptrcentagl Line 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 10 90 100 
I 1111 ( 11,1111; /./JI I U i,1,/ 11;1 ~~ 
Frequ1ncy Lin1 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 85.7 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
Higil Some None High Some None 
. ~. , '' )•.J :OtJ · nc 
'•' •'tf"\ ~f) '10 ... iU "10 d '."l 
35.7% 21.4% 42.9% 21.4% 14.3% 64.2% 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Relationships 
I der:tical lndeterminare different Strength 
Partial 
Strength Weakness Overcomctior 
!l'") <J • (). J ! O•J '(.J•J . ·~·> : r ; <> , ,;, : ) 
lO "1•1 . ' )I'") ·•o ·•<J • HJ H) 
.,v jtj rlO ,.,<) ~ ·o • J <.J ttO 
7r) 7fJ 70 :-a :'O 70 70 
/ p•,1 , :.c tiO /~/ ·-'>0 <;,Q 60 
//,(qi/ ;u >O /7!cy / ~ .. ".J <.:>::> ~o 
V77'¥' / ..A.r.1 / ,/ 7 ,, / -Fo/ / 40 -"O ..:lO 
l/7;Y07 / "!O / ~9' / /7.J/J/,, :JO .30 .30 
/ / :Ll / / ~'...) / P·~ / / /..?(~ / , ~- """'' ,, II / :¥0/ , / ,, ..... '77 ~ 
/ /9' / /. / //'-Y / V //o/ / / /Q/ / / / -,6/ / I/ /1p/ / / /'7i77 . 
57.1% 7.1% 35. 7% .. -· _48J_ 16% __ 2_0% 16% 
1 . ..., "7 " ( 
Reader: cc First Language: (oral) Chinese; (written) Engllsh 
Te~<t: Medium-Level Time Spent in reading: 5·20N 
Total Number of Miscues: 30 
comprehens1 on 
Miscues Per One Hundred Words: 2.66 
Pmantlgl Li• 
0 10 20 JO 40 50 60 - 70 10 90 . 100 -
I I I 1 I ~ 11;11 (// !li1l1//~ 
Fm;uency Line 
Reading Comprehension Scores: 85.7 
SOUND/GRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 
Graphic Sound 
High Some None High Some None . • ~ I J : t >• J ! O<J • '\f;: 
' · ' .,., '10 <lO . ; . p ~ ftj 'JO ... ..., 
-- ' ;9 I) -:"f) 70 ~o 
~ .. ) pj,6) .; .. ) .. o 
; ,,., . ... ~. ; -;~ 
// /.-:/ / / . . .. . : .... () ... / / /..P/ 
r/ / /.cy'/ / I/ /fi9" // // ~fi / ///:/// // · ~' // ///J'// 
/ / /.-Y / / / ,/·f / / //£· ·/// / / / ·)/ / //1":// / 7 / ,.eO/ / 
/// ,/ / / //'/ / / / //l/ / I/// '/J/ / I// //l>/7, 7/•,6/; 
42% 26.3% 31.6% 31.63 26.33 42~~ 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Function Rtlationsn ips 
I der.tical Indeterminate different Strength 
Partial 
Weakness Overcorrectior Strength 
I<') <.J .. ')' J I O<J I (j • J ·~ . ) : , ; () , ,..., ; ) 
10 1 •1 . <lo .. ..., ·j f ) • I<) ") 
· lo..) )tj .-:tO ~f) ' .. , " JO ~a 
70 .,,, 70 I/ 77<>' / ~- r) 70 70 
7fo•;1 '} ~ r: 60 / 7lo7 / ;o "i.O fiO 
I// fi.Y / ;.,-i ;o / •;.Q7 / :-.. -:> ~::::> -.:;o 
V77o/ / .... ( j / ~p / / /~-'57, .40 .. o 40 
1/7~// ·:o v /~9" / /71?7 .30 :JO .30 
/ 7jD7 / ~~ ] ,CO// /--ZW / V/;ro// :?O 20 
//~// V/:/)/,, /767/ I// i'<:V / V/~Ji'// , -· o . ~.-
60% 0% 40% 683 20% 8% 4% 
APPENDIX C 
Questionnaire for the Study of Script Effects and Reading StraterJies: 
Name: Birth date: Birth place: 
Your first language: (oral) (written) 
How many years of education in your first language ? 
Do you read in your native language fast I moderately I slowly compared 
with qour classmates anrj friends? 
How many !Jears of Education in English? 
Have you ever taf(en any stanrjard tests in English (TOEFL, PSU placement 
test, etc.) ? yes. no. 
If yes, what is the last test and when? 
Total scores: Listening: Reading: writing: Grammar: 
Wh1 ch hand do you use when you -..¥rite ? Left. Right. Both. 
If both, how often do you use each of them ? 
Right: 95% 90 65 60 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10% 
Left: 95% 90 65 60 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10% 
Note: ( 1) This questionnaire is used for educaUonal purpose. Vour name 
with the information is confidential. The information will be used 
anonymously in the research report. (2) For most questions, just circle 
answers provided. For some, please write a short ans-..hter. 
APPENDll< D 
Fry's readability grapt1 is adopted from Reading Expectancy and 
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Fry's Readability Graph 
Exte'1ded thru Preprimer Level 
Average number of syllables per 100 words 
100104 108 114 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144 148 152 156 160 164 168 172 
APPENDIX E 
The medium-level reading text and the reading comprehension questions 
Despite its charm and interest, the AUTOBIOGRAPH'v' does not present 
a completely satisfactory version of Franklin. It is incomplete, since it 
carries Franklin only to the age of fifty-one .. when he stoo1j really but on the 
threshold of greatness, It tends to oversimplify tlim by failing to do justice 
to his amazing versatility, his restless energy of mind, his trmendous 
sweep of accomplishments. Franklin was a person of 1jiffuse talents; he 
involved himself so thoroughly \11tith his world that it is difficult to draYl'° 
together inf ocus all the facets of his mind and character. For a man \"tho 
was, as Herman Melville said, "everything but a poet," one uncompleted 
document is certainly not enough to explain him. 'w'e see in its pages little 
of the scientific interests which absorbed him before 1757 .. only a f e\·V 
hints of his social and family llfe, almost nothing of his political career, of 
course nothing of the years of middle and later 11fe. 
The most serious 1jeficiency of the AUTOBIOGRAPHY is the image of 
Franklin as .. Poor Richard .. that it is likely to project. B~d oversimplif~ding a 
personality of depth an1j comple:=-;ity into a shrev·1d tradesman of homely 
apotheqms and a full pocketbook, the narrative has sometimes left its 
readers "Nith the false likeness of Franklin which led .John Keats to call him 
( with regret.tab 1 e mi sundersandi ng ) .. a phi 1 osophi ca 1 Quaker full of mean 
and thrlfty maxims." Franklln 1jid believe, as he said, that portions of his 
narrative migr1t serve to e>;ernplify to tr1e young .. the effects of prudent and 
imprudent con1juct in the commencement of a life of business," but he did 
not mean to be judged by posterity solely in terms of his rags-to-riches 
success story or of THE WAV TO \.'·lEALTH. Unfortunotely, Porson V·leems, 
Noah ¥/ebster·s schoolbooks, McGuff er's readers and a thousand inspirational 
orators and copywriters have f i :x:ed Franklin in the popular mind as the first 
apost 1 e of f rug a 1 ity and the patron saint of savings accounts. 
There is some truth, to be sure, in this picture of Benjamin Franklin. 
By reason of his industry, ski 11 s, and acumen he rose from penni 1 ess 
obscurity to fame and ·wealth. He was a hardworking, shrewd, successful 
businessman, and he did, in his guise of Poor Richard, embody a good many of 
those practiccil virtues with which the Wf.lY to wef.llth is pove1t "A Penn!d 
saved is a Tuppence clear," "God helps those who help themselves," .. Keep 
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thy Shop well and thy Shop will keep thee .. " .. A \¥Ord to the \·vise is enough," 
Lost time is never found again," and dozens of other Franklinian ma~<irns 
ere imbedded deep in the American business tradition as the distilled 
wisdom of a man who made good. The AUTOBIOGRAPHY is a success story of 
no small proportions. Franklin kne·.,.v how to size people up and how to get 
along Vv'lth them_; he perceived the advantages of influential friendships. He 
hated inefficiency and ineptness; he had a keen sense of administration an1j 
he was a genius at organization. He ··Norked hard, kept accurate accounts, 
invested "Nisely, produce careful \·vork of high quallty, honored his 
contracts .. dressed neat 1 y, avoided hurtful temptations, an1j re ti reij after 
twenty years of business v1ith a comfortable fortune and a secure future. 
Vet this vie''l°'l of Franklin shov·ls but a small fn:i!~ment of the character 
of a man who freely adrnitted to various "errata," "Nho found thrifty .. a 
virtue I could never acquire," who confessed to disorderly and careless 
habits, vv·ho depended on his wHe to keep the books straight and curb his 
opent-1anded generosity, an1j "Nho jeopardised Ms life and fortune by joining a 
risky revolution at seventy ... An egg today is better than a hen tomorro"N" 
does not sound like Poor Richard, but it is, and so is .. There's more old 
drunkards than o 1 d doctors, .. " Let thy maid-servant be faithful, strong, and 
homely," and .. Keep your eyes wide open before marriage an1j half-shut 
afterwards." Moralizers have often abstracted from Franklin's 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY' and hts letters a laudable set of rules of conduct for the 
virtuous and thrifty, just as Franklin himself dre\.Y up his ledgers of moral 
bookkeeping. But his self-acknowledged .. foolish intrigues "Nith 1 O'ft 
women_:· his passionate bouts of indulgence, his ".¥illingness (as he admitted 
) .. to change opirilons which I had thought right but found otherv·tise," 
confuse the morn lists and blur the portrait of the rather stuffy young man 
who appears in early portions of the AUTOBllJGRAPHV. Franklin could never 
take" the great Dr. Franklin" quite so seriously as some of his admirers have 
done; he does not alv·tays tell the whole story, and he is often amused at 
himself when he does. It is interesting to note ttrnt contemporary gossip 
had it tt1at Franklin 'Has not asked to draft the Declaration of ln1jepen1jence 
for fear he might hide a joke in it--just as at its signing, one of the most 
solemn moments in modern histroy, he reputedly dropped his quip about 
hanging together or separately. The truth is that Franklin was not a simple, 
uncomplicated man, nor is he to be e:~plaine1j only in terms of the 
tradesman's dream of success. 
Franklln's business career, successful as it was, was but a brief 
interlude in a long, full life. He was perfectly ·vvilling to gather unto 
himself a competent share of tr1e world's goods, and he knew hov1 to do it 
with the cleverest of them. The game of business, however, "Nith its .. little 




because it gave him independence and security to live as he Y'fished, in 
pursuit of those things he found important in life. He \..vanted, he said, .. 
leisure to read, stud!:!, make experiments, and converse at large with such 
ingenious and worthy men as are pleased to honor me with their friendship 
or acquaintaince, on such points as may produce something for the common 
benefit of mankind." There is no doubt but that had he so desired, Franklin 
might have been very rich indeed. Had he patented only a fe\.Y of his 
commercially adaptable inventions (such as his stove, bifocal spectacles, 
or lightning rods) he could have been on of the world's wealthiest men. 
Instead he decided at forty-two that he htid money enough, retired, tind lived 
comfortably for more than a half-century longer on the relatively modest 
income from his holdings. He was more interested in kno·wledge thtin in 
money. He di1j not wish to have it said of him, as Poor Richard sai1j of 
another, .. He does not possess wealth, wealth possesses htm." ( selecte1j 
from AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND OTHER 'irlRIT INGS, Nye (Ed). p.iX-i<i .. 1958) 
Readin1J Comprer1ension Questions for the Medium-Level Te:=<t 
Chose the best ansv·ter for each of the following questions according to the 
passage you have read: 
1. The author thinks that the AUTOBIOGRAPHY is not satisfactory because 
Franklin 
A. was only fifty-one when he wrote it. 
B. could not concentrate his mind. 
C. oversimp1Hied himself. 
D. wrote much about his polltical career. 
2. According to the author, the AUTOBIOGRAPHY presented the image of 
Franklin as 
A. - Poor Richard -. 
C. Noah \-Vebster. 
B. a man of depth and complexity. 
D. a philosophical Quaker. 
3. Which of the following never belong to Franklin in his AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
accordtng to the passage? 
A. penniless obscurity. B. hard working. 
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C. keen sense of administration. D. non-practical virtues. 
4. Tt1e author bell eves that Franklin recognizes in genera 1 
A. only his goo1j ctrnracter. B. his good character and shortcomings. 
C. only his .. errata ... D. some of his character. 
5. According to tt1e gossip in the passage, Franklin had 
A. little sense of humor B. not enough sense of humor 
C. some sense of humor D. too much sense of humor. 
6. The author thi nlrn that business did not interest Franklin because 
A. he wanted to talk with people and do experiments. 
B. he never ·wanted monew in his life. 
C. he v·1ante1j independence and security. 
D. he never had any interest in it since his childhood. 
7. The author of the passage tries to present 
A. an uncritical vie\·V of Franklin. 
B. a complete view of Franklin. 
C. a view of Franl(lin tt1at Franklin himself did not like. 
D. a simple vie\·I/ of Franklin. 
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Lo-yy-1 evel reading text and reading comprehension questions 
Tv·to Styles of Homes in the United States 
The authority-centered home: In this home there is some "authoritf which 
serves as a standard by ·vvhich most or many important matters are judged. 
The authorit~J may be a person, father or grandfather, or it may be a religion 
or a religious book, such as the Bible. It may be education or some symbol 
of that, such as a v1ei ghty set of the great books. It might be the family 
business or the family name. But there is a sense of a fi~<ed authority_. a 
core, around which communication is centered. (Mote that this need not be 
an authoritarian home.) While this home is described as one type of 
American home, arising from Goodvv·in's observations, it shares much in 
common "Ni th many European homes. Cornpari son'.:: "Ni th a Gerrnan home "Nill 
be describe1j later-. 
In this home there is very often a clear distinction bet-...veen farnil~J areas of 
the home and guest areas: typicall!J there is a livingrnom or parlor "Nhere 
guests are received and entertained, and this room is ordinarily not used by 
family members. In this room eire displa~Jeij the treasures of the home: 
antiques, heirlooms, a portrait, perhaps, and the most sacred and salient 
symbols of the family. 
Ideally in thls home the famil~J dines together. Children are expected to be 
present for dinner, and it is at dinner that U1e children are socialized into 
the family and its values. Conversation proceeds typicall~J in a question an1j 
ansv·ter f orrn, the parents asking the questions, the chil1jren supplying the 
answers: "What did you learn at school toda!J? You came home at 4:30, but 
school is out at 3:15; where 1ji1j you go after school! Have you started on 
your home 1Nork yet ? Did you do the chores ?" The chil 1jren give the 
answers. Goodwin notes that among his patient::; ·vvho come from stJch a 
background there is often tension associated ·vvith eating. 
There are to be no secrets in this farni 1 y; anything and everything of 
importance is to be discussed ·vvittlin the home. i1ottrnr or father feel free to 
check on the chil drens· reading materi a 1 s, anij open and read 1 etters received 
by the children, and to approve or censor 'Nhat is found. That which takes 
place outside of the home, i:rrtay from the eyes and ears of the parents, is 
suspected. The house has doors and the doors have locks, but one must not 
go into a room an1j lock the door: "What are ~JOU doing in there? Why did you 
close the 1joor? You do'nt have to close the door: if "Ne're making too much 
noise for you to study we will be quiet. Open the door." 
For these reasons, the bathroom becomes an important room for 
1ntrapersonal communiction--for being alone and "thinking" or even talkin!J 
out loud. The bathroom (and toilet) is the only place 1Nhere one can tie alone 
1 ·~ c: Jj 
"Nithout arousing suspicion .. and the bathroom provides the added advantage 
of a mirror for "mirror talk" while shavin!~ or putt in!~ on make-up. 
The kitchen is often a settin~~ for "negotiation" bwteen chiMren and their 
mother, particularly ·vvhen it is neceassary to talk father into something. As 
man~d questions an1j problems and requests by chlldren are likely to be 
ansv·1ered by .... ask your fa th er" or .. ask your mother," and as mother is more 
accessible physically and psychologically than fat her, mother's area in the 
kitchen is e~<tremely important. ( It is interesting that in a study of v·tord 
values conducted independentl~d .. the "i'.''Ord .. kitchen" was found to ran~=: 
among the most high 1 y va 1 ued \htords by Americans.) 
The parents' bedroom is a setting for little intimate communication. 
Large 1 y off-1 i mits to the children and of ten symbo li ca 11 y divided bet"vveen 
mother's and father's areas (separate closets or wardrobes, often ·vvith 
mother's .. little shrine of perfumes .. " as Roloff 1jescribes it, and father's tie 
rack, comb and brush set) even the sides of the bed (or t"vvin beds) also 
limit cornrnunication between the parents. ( In the bathroom, .. His .. an1j .. 
Hers" tovvels may reflect the division.) 
Outside of the home, the best place for the children to be--frorn the parents' 
point of viev·1--is school. There the parents assume that control is 
mai ntai ne1j, and, moreover, competitive va 1 ues are sharpened. Compel it ion 
is regarde1j as essential to the development of character and appears to 
influence even patterns of speech (such as a reference for ranking 
evaluations, as we 1,-1,-·ill mention in Chapter ten.) 
There is more to be sai1:l about tt·iis idnd of t1orne, but this may be sufficient 
to contrast this authority-centered home with another style .. the social-
centered home. 
The social-centered horne. The social centered home is imbued "Nith an air 
of social activity, anij the entire home is prepare1j for sociality. In contrast 
to the authority-centere1j home .. where the parents have clear authority over 
their chlldren, in the social-centere1j horne the parents often act as 
assistants to their children·s social interests: K 'Would you like to have a 
party this "Neek? I "Nill help ~JOU plan some games, an1:l Dad can bring the 
other children here in the car if you like." 
There is a ~~reat informality about the home, so that there are no clearly 
marked divisions between" family .. and .. company "areas. A guest is as 
likely to be invite1j to the kitchen as to the livingroom. Movement within 
the house is free and casual, so that almost no room is likely to be more of a 
center for communication than any other. In sharp contrast to the 
authority-centered home, the family is not likely to take meals togetr1er. 
The very soci a 1 activities may prevent everybody from being home at the 
same ti me. The kitchen sornet i mes resemb 1 es a centra 1 information 
exchange, \Nith messages substituting for conversation: " Johnny--sorry, 
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but I have to go to a meeting-- there are leftovers in the ref ri gereitor .. f h:: 
youself somthing for supper. Dad has bowling tonight. Mom." .. Mom: Peter 
came home 'rYi th me ·we made sandwich es. 'w'e have p 1 ay rehearse 1 tonight. 
See you about 9:30 .. Johnny. P.S. Betty called and said she ·vvill be home 
late." 
Along v1ith such activities as scouts .. community pro_tects .. sports .. and music 
lessons, party-going and dating is urged upon the children at an early age. 
And one of the significant results of all this socializing is that serious 
conversations are more likel~J to take place ay·1ay from home than Y'fithin the 
home. Thus Good\¥in notes, \¥hen persons from such home backgrounds 
marry .. they often find it difficult to talk to each other at home! They are 
so accustomed to qoi nq out to parties, dances, and 1ji nners where theq are 
~ ~ ~ 
with other people, that the l'vvo alone in a home are not prepared for 
significant conversations. An1j so they rna~J continue tt1e pattern of 
socialization very soon after marrige, inviting friends over and going out to 
parties. A wHe may receive some important information second han1j, 
overhearing her husband saying something to a friend before she herself is 
told: t'lat, I heard you telling Mrs. Bensen that you thought we might ~~o to 
Mexico this summer. Vou 1jidn't tell me that before ... "Didn't I ? Oh, I guess 
I didn't--·vvell, v1hat do you think of the idea? .. 
Reading Comorehensi on Ouest ions for the Lower-Leve 1 Te~<t 
Chose the BP3T ansv·ter for each of the follov·ting questions according to the 
passage you have just read: 
1. According to the passage, which of the fallowing is NOT the "authority" 
in the authority-centered home ? 
A. F ami 1 y business. 
C. Goodwin. 
B. A book. 
D. A S!Jmbol. 
2. In the authority-centere1j home, chil1jren are socialized into the family 
and its va 1 ues 
A. in the bathroom. 
B. in the parlor. 
B. in the di ni ngroom. 
C. in the yard. 
3. The house of an authority-centere1j home has doors and locks 
A. because they wanted to keep their secrets. 
B. because tt1ey want to keep noise away. 
C. because they do not trust each other. 
o_ for none of the above reasons_ 
4. Accardi n!J to the passage, the most va 1 ued worij is 
A. kitchen_ B. bathroom. 
C. mother. D. school. 
5. In a social-centered home, a guest is lik:ely to be invite1:1 to 
A. the llvingroom. B. the kitchen. 
C. the diningroom. o_ any of them_ 
6. Chi11jren in a social-centered home become socialized mainly 
A. in none of the following places_ B. in the kitchen. 
C. in the parlor. D. at home. 
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7. Which of tr1e following will parents of a social-centered home probably 
NOT do? 
A. ask their children not to keep their secrets among family 
members_ 
B. ask their children to have dates with girls and boys early. 
C. ask their children to hold a party in their ov·m house. 
D. ask their children to cook: their ov-m meals. 
